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Introducinv NutriLion is

The Committee

MATTERS :REQU1=

There are no matters requiring action by the Counci7 bu t the Council may wish. tO
main po;Lr_t sia the Report of 'c.ne Committee.

lmplemePfatioa of the 'Orogramme 1.0)-S1-

The Committee rovie.wed the impleptioa of pro us t,Aez: Cbapter 2.1 and
made o. number of recommendations coace;cpiP:; each

Modium- ano LortQ.-Te n Ou t tools

Summary Pro;4ramme of Woi.k

Eolloi-Anc?, the recommendation of the Council thf, cortA6-..,.:,:.non be iven ir
Coaference jointly, the
Committee 1.7u..vier:d twc .de a
coacerhang ' Nejo. ?

A (ni Lust

CI, 79/9

The Committee noree that the, proposed og Work. for 1982-S3 in. Chapter 2.1
corresponded to tha objectives; zinc:, to tht. por,vition o';.2 Member Mtions
reaeding budgetary co ideretion s ch dition by COAG, generally
agreeA, with the priorities c,:,f th

(I) confirmed the lending role played '!7,)y VÉ,,0 ih promoti.e 40 ", J.V.P.3 .n,corpo.i,:ating
nutrition objectives ane perpes ir4.1:0 all raint -,:II,.10 ;id pr.oicts,
and c.,Lofessed the wish that ti,.f.) _.:..1:.fe ;pii-1.11.,-,N, ',-, :..1. ,, i,n, s-pkkiope and
e:ccitarAga views with UN. and oter !..ateeva..1.,a1 r-pHzi ,li:,o-p -0.-,; H':.,e1

J.es concerned, espeCeJ7 ,r,- ,.,-'- '7. procecn= Ind_ _

sn.,..o.:Liag material :!,:,,..:,:z.;.s. 1»44 and

) ampilaiLzed the nes,d 07
Nu17.-... ion ConsitterszioH- -c , 1

opec eonditiot,:.; ,At toe levl 1.naspp-

stressed the-ueed inc Membe.r k.d,uas to or -1,F. rwceFs-,v mechuniam for the
introduction of nurritionnJ 'r in 4.1.rir r'n,tviop.;v.!vc plans, especially
in aricultural sector 111-,p _), cnd .011a:ttion and analysis
of disa(weguted nzLridíon thu se ,--ssary fPr 70,.riion impact
assessment (para. 130);

stressed the need tx) emphasize the tole of the rural women in Lbv Guideline
(para. i31);

stressed the need :-:or organizins generei vuuL:atioual prc, ,,,Teaci at grass-root
Level with special rnt tu upi-TitioP -, and to e,-Id urged FAO Lo
incorporate npprpri:e rro-%au,i_23 particeiop in thez Guidelines
(para. 132);

-

)1 - non Oil'

Tbe C.:Jr,51:-:ea consider n ives
proposed gensra:Ly reflectc.A .A>lems oi taz%s tP ' w-a.ertaken
t7J) achieve fl f,!nr pereen:: raze in deve.iwins countries
(para. 53),



(viii) recommended a number of programme activities, in particular:

Case Studies at an early stage in project planning; expanded consultations
with international agencies and national institutions engaged in method
development; strengthening of national data systems; and the development and
publication of training taterials, with emphasis on middle-level training
(para. 136).

Fo o -up to WCARRD

(i)

The Committee:

expressed its appreciation of FAO's efforts to reorient its own programme of
work in the direction of WCARRD priorities, focussing especially on the
eradication of rural poverty (para. 139); supported the roie of FAO as lead
agency and recognized the need under its leadership for a similar reorientation
of the work of the ACC Task Force on Rural Development (para. 140);

welcomed the holding of inter-country consultations at the regional level
(para. 141); urged FAO to help Member Nations, at their request, to review the
plans, strategies and programmes or policies on rural development; and supported
the assistance provided by the WCARRD follow-up missions to countries (para. 142);

expressed disappointment that total pledges made by only six donors, amounted so
far to less than fifty percent of the target of US$ 20 million; expressed
appreciation to the donors who had made these pledges and appealed to other
potential donors to contribute the balance required (para. 143);

(iv) supported the view that people's participation should be central to the WCARRD
follow-up (para. 144); and attached great importance to the integration of
women in development, as a major component of WCARRD follow-up (para, 145);

(y) welcomed the active role provided by non-governmental organizations (NG0s) in
involving people's participation at the grass-roots level and noted FAO's
consultations with NGOs (para. 146);

stressed the importance of farmers' training and agricultural extension as part
of WCARRD follow-up; endorsed the great concern with the social and behavioural
aspects in agricultural extension and training for rural development; and noted
with interest some of the innovative approaches in farmers' training being
undertaken by FAO under WCARRD follow-up (para. 147);

stressed the importance of monitoring and evaluation and strongly endorsed
FAO's follow-up programme in this respect (para. 148);

expressed appreciation at the overall content of the programme, and the sub-
stantial accomplishments achieved since the World Conference (para. 149);

recommended the introduction of the socio-economic concerns of WCARRD into the
agrotechnical aspects of agricultural development activities (para. 150);

the Committee agreed that further consideration of this subject take place at
its next Session (para. 151).

CL 79/9
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vi) endorsed the continued FAO efforts in building up the expertise of national
staffs concerned with food and nutrition problems (para. 133);

stressed the need for an evaluation method, linking both economic and nutrition
indicators (para. 135);



Soil and Water Conservation

The Committee:

stressed the urgent ileed For creating awareness of the scope, danger and problem
of soil degradation and of the possibilities of preventing it, and urged FAO to
mount a world-wide publicity campaign, including a massive training effort
(para. 159);

agreed that the main responsibility for initiating and carrying out soil
conservation progranunes remained with governments, in view of the complexity and
the importance of such programmes for the community as a whole (para. 160);

urged that there should be more research on the economics of land degradation
and soil conservation practices (para. 161);

urged that integrated improved land use practices be introt.kw.;e. in conjunction
with soil erosion control techniques; and that special attention be given to
the problems of arid and semi-arid regions and to arcas affected by shifting
cultivation (para. 162);

recommended that FAO and countries themselves place greater emphasis on training
and that a training component be incorporated into all soil conservation
programmes (para. 1641;

supported the inter-disciplinary approach to soil and water conservation through
an inter-departmental Working Croup within FAO (para. 173);

endorsed regional projects in the fields of conservation and watershed management
as a means of creating further awareness of the problem and of developing
national soil conservation progranums and to further Technical Cooperation among
Developing Countries (TCDC) (para. 174);

agreed to bring the draft proposal lor a World Soil Charter to'tne attention of
tus Council (para. 176).

Energy in Agriculture and Rural Development

The Committee:

(i) supported the need for emphasis on the conservation of energy, energy-efficient
practices, techniques and production systems (para. 182); and in this area
supported FAO activities (para. 183); stressed the uses of alternative sources
of energy as arcas requiring the attention of FAO, other international
organizations aud governments (para. 1E16);

agreed that the move from non-renewable to renewable energy sources would have
to rely on a wide range of diverse sources of euergy (para. 190); stressed the
continuing importance of wood as a major source of renewable energy in the rural
sector (para. 191); aud emphasized the need for practical action to increase
fuelwood production and to improve the efficiency of iCs conversion into energy
(para. 192);

(iii) agreed that mejor expansion of the conversion of food commodities, or the use
of food production resources for energy production might in some cases have
detrimental effects on food-importing Countries, especially among the poorest
strata of their populations (para. 196);

vii -
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(iv) reached conse.ens that FAO should, become active in monitoring price and supply
chanps ii eal. and other basic food staples under the impact of increasing
ener fonC ,iommodities that timely ?ction could be taken to avert
majcc cIa. i,r tbc sefyu.nt of the world population

(para. .:));

Caat in thb formulation
of tietific..

natioaal
S

V1f) Let ba 000t-01 (N....f./.

aca- thei of f.o- ,..ftfLon tha is.00 bf
LYOC.: oftd Cç. ,"1,ai; it uw,f,J1 f.o!.

pf0t. .0 0: FAO i.t mc(;)01"P,

Agenda for the

The folioxo,
i\gena of its Seventn

Plant Frotecti.

Animal Health (

Follow-up tc,
Agricultural

aoy ; it was necessary to take
need for an w.,1-,,11

allaf . -Jis the needs oZ
technical assistance

fnt rovisional
tom S-t).ected

a Global Stf:

Strategies of Acti

the Role of Women in
. 214).

suggested that FaC techaical acs toca ..:Lxi the availabi15.ty of
resources, to count, nimet plz.tu etioarL oo nert r croppin 1)::e!sjrnmmes

(para, 200);



The Committee heard a statement by Dr. Ralph W, Phillips, Deputy Director-General Which
is attached as Appendix E.

REVIEW OF FAO'S PROGRAMME OF WORK IN THE FOOD AND AGRICULTURE SECTOR

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAMME OF WORK 1980-81

The Committee reviewed the implementation of the biennial programme of work of the
Organization within its field of conmetence. The discussion was based on document COAG/81/3 -
Implementation of the Programne of Work 1980-81, which dealt with activities implemented
during 1979-80 and those envisaged for 1981, under major programme 2.1 Agriculture covering
the Agriculture and Economic and Social Policy Departments and the Joint activities with the
Regional Offices and Joint Divisions. An Addendum to the document (COAG/81/3 Add. 1) contained

progress reports on the selected development problems discussed by the Committee at its Fifth

Session, i.e. a) Nutrition in agriculture, b) The on-farm use of water, and c) Agricultural
mechanization in relation to production, employment and income distribution in developing
countries.

The Committee noted that the presentation of the document was based on recommendations
of its Fourth Session and followed the programme structure approved by the Council at its

Seventieth Session. The Committee also noted that the document took into account the wishes
expressed at its Fifth Session for further improvement, especially with respect to the
effectiveness of the various activities for a better assessment of relative priorities.

1/ Report of the Council of FAO, Seventy-eighth Session, Rome, 24 November - 4 December 1980,
paras 173 and 174 (a) and (b)

INTRODUCTION
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The Sixth Session of the Committee on Agriculture was held in Rome from 25 March to
3 April 1981. The Session was attended by representatives of 80 of the 94 Member Nations
Members of the Committee, by observers from 3 other Member Nations and by the Permanent
Observer of the Holy See. Representatives of the following Organizations and bodies in the
United Nations system: Economic Commission for Western Asia, International Atomic Energy
Agency, International Labour Organization, UN Children's Fund and World Food Council, and
of two intergovernmental organizations and observers from 10 other international organizations
also participated. The list of Members of the Committee is attached as Appendix B and the
list of delegates and observers as Appendix C.

ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN AND VICE-CHAIRMEN

In accordance with Rule I of its Rules of Procedure, the Committee elected Sidaty
Aidara (Senegal) as Chairman of the Committee, Norman W. Tape (Canada) as First Vice-Chairman
and Jan Schwarz (Czechoslovakia) as Second Vice-Chairman.

IN MEMORY OF S. KU§MIERKIEWICZ

The Committee observed one minute of silence in memory of Mr. Stanislaw Kumierkiewicz,
Deputy Permanent Representative of Poland, who died tragically on Monday, 30 March. The
Committee expressed its sincere condolences to the family and to the Government of Poland for
this untimely loss.

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA AND TIMETABLE FOR THE SESSION

The Agenda as adopted is set out in Appendix A. In line with suggestions made by the
Council at its Seventy-eighth Session concerning Conference Procedures, the Committee
decided to discuss item 4 Medium- and Long-Term Outlook for Food and Agir-icultural Development
simulaneously with item 5 Summary Programme of Work and Budget 1982-83.

The Committee appointed the following members to the Drafting Committee: Bangladesh,
Brazil, France, India, Iraq, New Zealand, Norway, Panama, Sierra Leone, Tunisia, United States
of America. Mr. Ramadhar (India) served as Chairman of the Drafting Committee.

STATEMENT BY THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL
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The Committee expressed satisfaction win-h the format and contents of the backgnound
document as well as the Addendum. It also comended the Secretariat for the achievements made
in the implementation of programmes under emjDn nrogramme 2.1 Anriculture. It suggested,
however, that it would be helpful in future to have a mcne precise evaluation of t1J.e. secness

of the implementation of programme activities and uf the constnaints and problem-3 encemeered
which had militated against tne nealization of anticipated ebjeetives. The Committee ;:toreJ,

however, the explanation given by the Secretariat that tbn time schedule for the prepanation
of the background document at best permitted an evaluation of activities carried Out during
the first nine months of the biennium and thdt taking this and resource constraines Into
account, progress on the lines sugneseed minht more easily be achieved by attempting more
in-depth evaluation of the special topics included in its agenda.

In this connexion it was noted that Conference evaluation documents reviewing all cf
the regular and extra-budgetarv programmes were currently under preparation. It wae, renEested
nthat these reviews be circulai-sd to Member Nations as soon as possible.

H. The Committee suggested that in future sessions COAG shoule be informed of overall
major developments in the field of agriculture since its prc^.2C1n7 session. The Committee
noted, however, that in tb view of the Secretariat this was a 1,atAler relating to the "State
of Food and Agriculture" and the "Commodity Revieu end Outlook" and that these publications
could take the Committee's suggestion into accou.1:,

12. Recognizing the distinctio between RegiC.amrrogramme activities and :Held project
activities carried out with a'- -.13-et?.ry rescl:trc eeported in Tables 1 ' 2 et
COAG/81/3, the Committee re., rht as far z:s p(:, E! iip:ormation shoulri ï: gnov!_ded
on a sub-programme basis.

2.1.1 Natural Resources

The Committee endorsed the obIectives and activities under this ProEgromme. lt noted
the usefulness of the agro-ecological zone study as a basis to assess cha population-supporting
capacity of lands ati the regional level and urged that it be applied and refined at the
country level.

The Committee gave strong support to work on energy-saving techninues, with special
reference to the recycling of organic materials and biological nitrogen fixation. However,
the Committee stressed that fertilizers remain en essentiel inont for increased agricultural
production and commended the work of FAO's Fertilizer Pronremme which had been active for the
last twenty years. It was noted that this pro-=IN had been adjusted to include other
related inputs and had become a major element oZ runal development activities.

The Committee expressed its support to te newly launched International Support
Programme for Farm Water Management. lt considered that this area had been negleeted in
many countries and that a 1:Merengthening of 'chis activity would be ah iivortant means of
increasing food production, as well as raising living standards of the small farmers and
increasing the participation of the rural population in development.

The Committee endorsed ac ivities being undertaken in rehabilitation and improvement of
irrigation and drainage sch-jmes and the efforts to introduce energy-saving techniques in this
field.

The Committee stressed the importance attached to soil and water conservation combining
the protection of the environment with sustained production.

The Committee endorsed the recommendations of the ional Conference for Latin America
giving high priority to activities in the field of cone v tion and requested the Orgarization's
support for action at the country level.
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The Committee welcomed the measures taken te expand the Farm Management Data Collection
and Analysis System. It not.ee that the system was being adopted by leading agricultural
universities, international and regional agrieulturel research inetituees-and introduced to
many national institutes in the developing couatelee. The Comittee felt that the eyseem would
form a valuable tool in the mobilisation of small eeemers in the developmene process.

2.1.2 Crops

The Committee expressed eatisfaction with the general activitiee under this programme.
It stressed that more emphasis should be given to roots and tubers as well as co planeaino,
as a basic carbohydrate source for the smell farmers in areas where coeceals were not grown.
Regarding work on the introduction of modern varieties of crop plante it seggested that more
research should be carried out on traditional varieties and that the introduction of modern
varieties should be limited. It stressed the role played by the internotional Board of Plant
Genetic Resources (IBPCR) and reqeested ¡acre informetion on the FAO Genetic Resources
Programmes; ee this same connexion a leeeeesc was enee eo inereaee geemplaem-collecting
missions. Some Members of the Committee aleo sugeaeeed that iu addition te' the exieeeng IBPGR
Advisory Commietees, two more committees ehould be :formed on Koine and Tubers and Vegetables.

Some Members of the Commietee expressed theie ceecern about the increase of weeds due to
the use of fertilizers and requested that weed control activities be linked with fertilizer
recommendations.

The Committee, considering ehe activitiee on remote seneing, cautioned againot ehe use
of toe sophisticated methods in developing countries and noted that FAO's assietaece wes
oriented to the needs and capabilities of developing countries.

The importance of applying crop protection meaoures wau steessed as being an integral
part of efforts towards increased production. Several membere of the Committee commended FAO
especially for its prompt action in connexion with the desert and migratory eocust programme.
The Committee expressed the hope that bird pests would have a similar global control pro-
gramme as Desert Locust in the future.

The Committee, recogniziug that even a fifty percent reduction in post-harvesc losses
in staple food crops would make a major contribuzion to alleviating the food deficit of Many
developing countries, regretted that extra-budgetary funds were not available to meet the
numbers of techeically viable and socio-economically eieeieable vequests being received by the
FAO Special Action Programme for the Prevention of Food Losses, The Committee requested
that every effort be made to identify funding eources.

In connexion with the prevention of food losses, as well as in establishing food
reserves at farm and village level, the Committee called-upon FAO to continue and strengthen

its assistance to Member Nations in the construction of adequete storage especially utilizing

low-cost local materials and using endigenoue eechnologies.

The work on the.selection of hand tools, animal draught and mechanical equipment was

commended by the Committee. With the need for particular attention beine given by meny Member
Nations to animal draught, the Committee zecommended that FAO should give special attention in
the coming years to the design, assembly and local maintenance of appropriate animal-drawn

implements.

27: The Committee emphasized that FAO needed ROt tO be diecouraged by the slower-than-expected

acceptance of composite flour activities which, having been shown to be technically feaeible,

were a desirable alternative to reduce wheat and wheat flour importation.

2.1.3 Livestock

28. The Committee fully endorsed th,-: objectives o;f: this important programme, and eupported

the activities carried out, in particular the high priority given to training.
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The Committee expressed its satisfaction with the action taken on the Programme for the
Control of African Animal Trypanosomiasis and Related Development; and stressed that planned
land use as a corollary of tsetse/trypanosomiasis control operations is of paramount importance.
The Committee noted that environmental safeguards are being taken fully into account in tsetse
control operations.

The Committee commended FAO for the well-programmed emergency activities of African
swine fever and Rinderpest in which the Technical Cooperation Programme support had demons-
trated the value of quick action. Several Members of the Committee expressed the view that
other diseases such as tick-borne ones must be given similar emphasis because of their economic
importance for the countries.

The Committee supported. the activities implemented on animal production which gave
emphasis to work on feed resources utilization, the development of fodder crops and pastures,
especially those utilizing tropical legumes, the improvement and conservation of animal genetic
resources and animal draught power. The Committee noted the priority given to the develop-
ment of small animal production for which it had urged additional research.

The Committee considered the Artificial Insemination and Breeding Development Programe,
the International Scheme for the Coordination of Dairy Development and the international
Meat Development Scheme activities very successful and recommended their continuation and
expanded financial support.

2.1.4 Research Support

The Committee commended the emphasis being given to continued support for agricultural
research at both national and international levels and reaffirmed its belief that sound and
efficient national research systems were a vital necessity for dynamic development.
Regarding the apparently low level of field programme research suppOrt in the Latin American
Region, the Committee was informed that out of a total of 297 field projects in support to
research,84 were at present being implemented in Latin American countries. The Committee
suggested that future documents concerning the implementation of the Programme of Work should
provide in Table 2 information on the number of field projects by region.

Recognizing the urgent need for more rapid translation of research results into practice,
particularly for the poorer farmers, the Committee welcomed the emphasis being given in the
programme to encourage research in traditionel farm crops and livestock especially in more
difficult areas such as the dry zone of Eastern Africa. It also commended the work begun on
traditional farming systems especially that on shifting cultivation in Africa. It urged
increased research on roots and tubers.

The Committee noted that a considerable amount of research was also conducted on
traditional farm animals, including draught animals such as the buffalo. It urged however
that increasing attention should be given to research on small animals which formed a valuable
source of protein.

The emphasis being given to research management training was supported by the Committee.
It noted that collaboration in this field had been initiated with several agencies and
organizations.

The Committee noted with approval the continued activities of the Current Agricultural
Research Information System (CARTS) in providing research data and especially
commended the decentralization process and the achievement of compatibility with the Inter-
national Information System for Agricultural Sciences Technology (AGRIS). It urged however
that attempts to achieve compatibility with other similar data systems should be speeded up in
order to facilitate in the CARTS System the use of data from other sources which were currently
not available, particularly from the Permanent Inventory of Agricultural Research Projects in
the European Communities (AGREP) and the Current Research Information System (CRIS).



The Committee expressed satisfaction with the progress achieved concerning the implemen-
tation of Conference Resolution 8/77 (C 77/REP Para.204 on Nutrition). It noted that FAO had
established mechanisms to facilitate introduction of nutrition into agriculture and rural
development programmes. The Committee emphasized the need to continue assistance to countries
in the development of policies and plans for nutrition improvement with emphasis on integration
of nutrition objectives in agriculture and rural development. The Committee emphasized the
value of work on nutrition intervention programmes, food control, international food
standardization and food safety, in particular aflatoxins, and requested that assistance to
Member Nations in these areas should be pursued vigorously.

The Committee considered that manpower development through training was an important
element in all the areas of Programme 2.1.6.

2.1.7 Food and Agricultural Information and Analysis

The Committee noted the objectives of the programme and commended the regular and ad hoc
activities undertaken to achieve them. It welcomed the further developement of FAO's
comprehensive and computerized date systems which had enabled speedy and efficient dissemi-
nation to Member Nations of information and analyses on world food and agriculture not always
available form national sources. In this context, the Committee took particular note of the
Director-General's early warning of a potential food crisis this year, and the Special reports

on the African Food Emergency. These were made possible on the basis of information compiled
and analysed under this programme, particularly the Global Food Information and Early Warning
System, the reports of which had been particularly useful to governments.

The Committee noted with satisfaction that the annual publications, the "State of Food
and Agriculture" (SOFA) and "Commodity Review and Outlook" while, continuing to provide
analyses of the food and agricultural situation, and commodity markets, and their outlook,
also contained special chapters on current problems such as fisheries, rural poverty,
evaluation of agricultural protectionism and international commodity agreements. In

5
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2.1.5 Rural Development

The Committee endorsed the objectives and activities of the Programme which gave the
greatest emphasis to assisting countries to implement the WCARRD Programme of Action. It
stressed the need for an integrated approach to rural development and the introduction of
new and improved techniques. It noted with satisfaction that the highest priority was given
to providing technical assistance and technical backstopping to country development projects
or to activities that promoted the establishment or changed the orientation of future
projects towards that of involving the rural poor in development. The Committee stressed
the importance of FAO's role as lead agency for rural development and the related work of the
ACC Task Force on Rural Development.

The Committee noted the emphasis being placed on training, especially at the grass roots
level in the sector of agricultural education, training and extension. It welcomed the progress
made in the area of development support communication to increase and improve the use of mass
media to reach rural people. It noted the importance of training of administrators and
managers who implement rural development activities, training in marketing and credit and
the work in home economics and women in development to reorient training for rural women.

The Committee supported the assistance being provided to the Regional Centres for Rural
Development, and endorsed activities to increase participation of the rural poor including
promotion of self-help organizations, improving rural employment and manpower planning.
It endorsed the institution of mmall-scale marketing facilities including the further
extension at rural markets in Asia and Africa as poles for rural and particularly small farm
development. The Committee commended the work of Scheme for Agricultural Credit Development
(SACRED) and its Regional agricultural credit associations and stressed expanded emphasis
in work on the role of women in development to assist activities and organizations to enable
the participation in development of the poorest and least advantaged rural women.

2.1.6 Nutrition
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connexion with a suggestion that the FAO World Food Surveys be regularly updated, and published
after not undnly long intervals, the Committee noted the explanation of the Secretariat that
FAO attached great importance to issuing regular revisions of the World Food Survey. The
Fifth World Food Survey was planned to be published in 1984. llowever, the revision of World
Food Surveys was a difficult undertaking as it involnad ),7)th work for conceptual and
analytical improvement as well as tbe compilation c7 .nLn on, a wide and up-to-date basis.
These aspects limited the number oZ possible updatingn.

2.1.8 Food and A ricultural Policy

The Committee noted nh-s, ob:Inctiven oT is prognomme and endoi:sed theemphasison
activities relating to the aLtairment oC uo.:20. food security. It azEeed tbPt, in view of the
gravity of the world food situation, food secunity should continue-to be the prime concern of
all countries and the priorities of this programme should be gnered to cope with i-his
situation. It stressed the need for assistance to low-income conrwries for e.stablishl.
food security rTs-erW2s nnd related infrastructure arn: ::.-pressed its apprecintion of tlin
assistance being provide4, unde the fA0 Fool Secunt7 2,scinnt3nce Soheme. Ic cnnunends that
developing countries shou3d conperate with nleb, o...11: in ouiidinn grain storar, facilities at
farm level by sharing nbnin techuicn,7 arnf; ener;encc.

The Committee noted with appreein;iLe che assiztance LAO was giving to governments in
the formulation of their.plans, polf.cies and ongna.nmes for imcrovement of kood self-,
sufficiency, especially in Africa, wLeno it hnd pio:yed ,;) lending role ir assistins OAU in
preparation of its Lagos Plan of Action.

The Colnmi.t1:ee scr?sced rhe imporinmce of traio5nn programmes to enhance the capacity
of Member Nations to-Yormula'ne thein J.griculcorni zt.en-elopment plans and projects. It
recommended that such tiaininshouldeortinne. to rencive high priority, particularly in the
field of project analysis and evalut(:ion. In this connexion, FAO should orient its training
programmes to meet the,countries'n ta'Lncd nnpower by increasing the emphasis at
regional, sub-regional and country lnvel and assisting regional training institutions.

The Conmittee noted that althounh no zpecific reference had been made in the back-
ground documnnt to pricing policies, ?:!!!..() c11. In fact carry out considerable work in this area,
both at ricro cro levels, ar,i in panticul:r in ,nlane:don with the advice given under
Che 'Rood Secutity Assistance Seheme lt co.so roLd thot e regional workshop on pricing
policien'rot smnli farmerf; h:d reeentl, in-na n?ld In liangkok and that there were plans to
follow th;r. up with workshops a: the ozcir,



MEDI171- AND LONG-TERM OUTLOOK FOR FOOD AND AGRIC.,TAL DEVELOie, e AND SUf.1ARY PROGRAME
OF WORT:. AL BUDGET 1982-83

The Committee decided to discuss jointly Agenea. items 4. Medium- and Long-Term Outlook
for Food and AgriculturalDevelonment, and 5. Sumwery Programme of Work ono, BudeL 1982-83,
as this was in line with the proposl, of the Councl that t;lo documente "Progrsmme of Work
and Budget" and "Medium-Term Objectives" should be ciecnssee tosethe: r4": the Cnfeeence;

The discussion was based on two separate documents: COAG/S1/4 -Medium- and Long-Term
Outlook for Food and Agricultural Development " COAG/01/5 - Sumnnary Programme of Work
and Budget 1982-83. Document COAG/81/4 followed e ely the forat sf its predecessor which
had been found satisfactory. The Committee neee t the eloeumenu provided a concise review
of long-term goals and strategies for agricilt :H. deve.ici. followed by a presentation of
the medium-term outlook for the eight progeamnes f majo.: o.ee;emme 2.1 - Agriculture.
It was largely based on the FAO study "Agrieultuee: Toward 7000" (AT 2000)-ancr the agricultural
targets contained in the UN General Assembly 7:esolution on Jree Lnternntional Development
Strategy (IDS) for the Third UN Developmei:e Da,elae.

The Conmittee noted that document COAG/81/5, Jlthong,b radio g "Suomory of Work and
Budget", in fact was an eetract from the do,eue.ebm bearing that ti,;-le which wonld be submitted
to the Sevan-Ni-ech Session the CouneY io J71110 The docuent i)eforer.ho Coamictee dealt'
with the priori tics and neoposee progrranqte .-42; in 7elt":ion '..7o Major Progra4me
2.1 - Agricultute, and was :,ntended eo on9hle Lb- Coe:mettee et) emine the. general lines of
work and the broae apeces of the nrograma io eh, ehe Ageie::.tura enr.: Economic
and Social Policy Dnntertmonte reff tneer intoo-,31o.tion i reo

The Committee felt that ' oeh OW7:17r1A: ehowed sitenice2nt impeovemenes over former
presentations and noted ennt aithoug% cone5se, ly,o7iaeo sr.c Lc L .rnLo ic n fov che
Committee's work. Some suggoseioas we:e me e Inv pcea-a11e Cee:oer imt;rovements in Zuture
presentations. Some or chesa mighe be feee;iLle .i-:inc nf Ole nature,
timing and scope of tnese docoments, but -ees ac;ree.:'. che :=.ormac of the

document was satisfoctoxy,

The Committee noted that the long-teem eeela and ols;ettives sud

strategies presented in the document te7.1ecen:foet..zo.re3ems 'thc seceeor and
the tasks to be undertaken in ordee co - poieene nnvual itroon:n rste in food
production in developing covnte;_es 3.3 comparaz; to o ehan eheee procent jr anrum ni
present. In this connexion 1L. was recolned then: :oo oanue1 Sint! .tfi: inLemationsl financial
assistance which would be needeL. to eeeen the gto,ter terget of :oar percent was estimated
by the Secretariat at US $ , * i7 peices ,Jneive t!le early 1980's.

The Committee agreed with the high priotitv -e.coree to foc,e eecurity, energy,

management of natural resources, harmon:7,e,ezoo of ,.z nn6 livectock production, reseorch,
conservation of the environment through q,nneopr::_tr foeming eystoms, che rian of Action
of the World Conference on Agrarian 1;eforel and Poxeal Development (viOh particular reference
to rural institutions, training, extension, inteueation oZ women and rural youth, and
people's paticipation), integration oî nutrieion Lii rnral develcpment, and food and
agricultural information and analysis.

The Committee endorsed the high priority given to activities in Africa. It also
recommended that Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries (TCDC) activities be
encouraged through regional and sub-regional programmee. It sutzested that greater attention

be given to strengthening national institutions to encoarage se]E-reliance.

The Committee noted that the proposed Programme of Work Cor 1982-83 in Chapter 2.1
corresponded to the objectives of the lornt and medium-eeTm outlook. Without prejudice to

the position of Member Nation:: .2egarding budgetary 71cInsicieretions which were not under
discmeiion by COAG, the Committee generally agreed ith the viorities of the different

proge2os as presented in C0L0/81/5.
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57.. The Commitee made the following observations on individual programmes.

2.1.1 Natural Resources

The Committeed noted that increased agricultural production would have to come from
both horizontal and vertical expansion. It noted the large percentage of arable land under
rainfed agricultural production and stressed the need to concentrate efforts on maximizing
production from it. It endorsed in general the medium-term objectives in the field of
natural resources.

The Committee supported the activities proposed for the 1982-83 biennium and approved
the choice of priorities. It agreed with the shifts of resources proposed to reinforce
specific activities in the domain of natural resources, namely soil conservation, improving
shifting cultivation, farm water management and rehabilitation of existing irrigation and
drainage schemes.

The ComMittee endorsed the need to identify the production capacity of land resources
at the national level and the potential for increased production under various levels of
inputs.

The Committee endorsed the increased emphasis being given to energy in agriculture with
special reference to the recycling of organic materials. In this respect the Committee
stressed the need to develop integrated plant nutrition systems through making better use
of organic sources of plan nutrients, in combination with greater use of mineral fertilizers
and biological nitrogen fixation in farmers' fields. The Committee urged that activities
under the Fertilizer Programme be continued. It expressed appreciation to the donors of
the International Fertilizer Supply Scheme (IFS) and appealed for their continued support.

Having noted that greater availability of water alone does not necessarily leod
the desired increase in production, the Cammittee stressed that greater attention needed
to be.given to the improvement of water use at the farm level. The Committee welcom.
the launching of FAO's Intefnational Support Programme for Farm Water Management.
Committee urged intensification of work on projects related to rehabilitation and iwol:ovewimt
of existing irrigation and drainage systems and the promotion of appropriate techniromr,
with particular reference to energy-saving devices.

The Committee urged greater attention to the protection of the environment, including
safeguarding soil and water resources against degradation through improved management arc.'
introduction of appropriate practices in areas of shifting cultivation. The Committeu
endorsed the emphasis on soil and water conservation and supported FAO's efforts to assist
countries in the development of soil conservation policies and programmes.

The Committee sttessed the need for small farm development strategies in connexion.
with farm management activities which would be directly beneficial to the farmers themselves
and would simultaneously provide the means of assessing shifting cultivation and alternative
farming systems. The plan to extend the farm management data system to country level was
commended.

2.1.2 Crops

The Committee concurred with the objectives of this Programme in the medium-term with
major emphasis on staple food crops.

The Committee felt that many of the crop production targets required increased efforts
in the areas of applied research at the level of the small farmer as well as proper extension.
servicing in order to raise production.

The Committee referred to Problems involved in the introduction of high-yielding
varieties (new diseases, pests) and favoured a more appropriate use of local germplasms in
developing high-yielding and disease-resistant varieties.



The Committee viewed the reduction of post-harvest losses as an important medium-
term objective and appealed for continued assistance to maintain an adequate flow of
resources through the FAO Special Action Programme.

The Committee strongly supported FAO's proposed medium-term activities in the energy
field to provide the basis for international actioo, Every cUort should he made to harness
alternative renewable energy sources aud special eion oeed,A co be gil'en to the
efficient use of energy in the producLion, orocessioi; ad markc%ing of accicultural products.

The Committee essed it nscr o ihe profpropoL'ed for 1902-33 arui
priorities with iuph:tsís on such _ ' PS ma:ze, sorghum, millet, rice and wheat.
It stressed the necessity to intenrtify pcoduction at the le:T./ of the sm%11 farmer,
especi.,Aly in the African region. Tt :gelcomed the .2alcopt of pilot demonstration schemes
to iutroduce adapi:ed ad feasibte chriicdt/o)rovem3nto. In 1nu connelzion, it emnhasized
that there should be improved links between ce,7eLn:ch, eavelofment and :he ',farming community.

71. The Committee endorsed cne progremn
attention to biologi-CT-nitrogea

The Committee dadeG:lired 'he iw,ortance. o: th Ceaztia RCTL01.Cit8 l'fosramme anclit
this conne:den :s:e th. volo of tnelste.,:uatior,a1 2oare Cf P!_t11:6; Ganetia Resources

(IBPGR) pro in sup17,ort co nis progval-2.

The Committee endo:sed the Sctc I.1reverolet Develogment Programme, implemcated
in cl osa co1laborsti7,7i7;7TIT aational utithionc. ic felt ti..at thepcogramme should
include mora 1:3h-yiel6ing fczage sced js 'ac..-egrated prcgtamme of livestock aad forage

crbp. It emphasized che aeed 2or eed pl-oducrlen, processing and storage

technlrues. In: endorsed the preposee establihment of sued socurizy cc-at7os in Africa and
Asia.

74, The Committee emphaSized che deed tr give high priority to crop protection in general

and move speci7icallTto trie pes":-be.-rve.7t le-sser., including more accurate

loss assessment. It stressed the need cc scr,ngtben quaranCi,Le procadtlres and effective
plant protection techniques. It zlco emcasi'zed Llu^_r expande support to che control. of

desert locust 7.5 weil as other ,ligretury poste wrT, a3sentiaL.

The Committee expressed e:oacc:Irn rbou1. ct,i cost oE pesticides at,d stressed the

importance of the programme on biological coocl.oi o: pest:3 v%vsus ziwt of chr=c7T-aoutrol.

The Commi;-tce urged the ned to establ-isb cc.311g unta fo: pesticides particularly

in the developi7greTounries.

The CommLtee acted che impo-ttnc,-- olf supporting food production Ath adequate mcchan-
i?,acion, the need to train operators cad maintezkance staff acd Lhe selection of apprcpriate

equipmmto Et called upo.c. FAO Lo inc.tensed ,Issistance in ,7egard co animal-draught

equipment aud in tic ffnron1at5,, Gf maLioual asricult=1 mechc.ai7_:a+jon policies. Tic
Comaittee .s,!:esqed 1:1-1 importance c,f qrcp .ilrymg, the improvement of .1corage and other rural

buiidiogc n La cm.viUaz..;e, Pad colurturly-

The Crnmnattee endorsed the prio ity given to rbe F,pecisl Action Programme on the

Prevention ' Food Losses, and noted 11 concern the Lae: of investment follow-up to the

projects this Pr7

supported '.11e. r,1090Ce,1 *7(Y:1-. rYI:( rood .3.nd aticuTtul:cl industries

stressir atten;:ion sho,A4 be givzi to the 02 TUC nctiY.ties gnd joint

venturas. ended ?71'cr. ,rogrtInme 17,71 fnrtile;- e7..anded and

supported.

:ops in and drew special
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2.1.3 Livestock.

The Committee noted that over the medium-term the demand for livestock products would
rise more rapidly than for any other food commodity. In line with this, the Committee
expressed its full support for all components of the livestock programme including the
Organization-wide priority on the Programme for the Control of African Animal Trypanoso-
miasis and Related Development. The importance of adequate water supply for livestock was
stressed.

The Committee confirmed that the improvement of veterinary services and related infra-
structures continued to be of primary importance and that this, together with the development
of feed resources and the implementation of well-planned breeding programmes, would
contribute significantly to maximizing the productivity of animals. The Committee agreed
to the important role of the International Meat Development Scheme, the International Scheme
for the Coordination of Dairy Development and the Programme for the Control of African
Animal Trypanosomiasis and Related Development in providing planning assistance and
recommended that financial support be continued.

The Committee endorsed the activities foreseen under the livestock programme for
1982-83 since they corresponded to the priorities established in thedocumenton medium- and
long-term objectives and had small farmers as the target group. It appreciated that
training would be given high priority. The Committee gave particular support to an inten-
sification of activities aimed at better utilization of available feed resources because
of the scarcity and high costs of feeds in many countries. It stressed particularly the
need for emphasis on grassland and forage production and the role of legumes in tropical
grazing systems.

The Comlittee agreed with the action on animal diseases which covered emergency
disease control such as African swine fever and rinderpest, as well as longer-term contrdl
campaigns on foot-and-mouth disease and tick-borne diseases, and stressed the importance
of regional disease reporting and notification.

The Committee endorsed the expansion of the Programme for the Control of African
Animal Trypanosomiasis and Related Development and stressed that as the Programme in
essence concerned rural development, it was essential that land use plans were implemented
concomitantly with tsetse/trypanosomiasis control operations. It noted that environmental
factors would be taken into full consideration in such operations.

The Committee noted that the sub-programme on animal genetic resources, in addition
to its comprehensive action plans, included a significant component on breeding of try-
panotolerant cattle.

On animal husbandry, the Committee recommended that emphasis should be given to better
harmonization of crop/livestock production and that small stock production should receive
more attention. At the same time, the Committee expressed satisfaction that the activities
on development of animal draught power would be intensified; and that the activities under
the planning schemes on meat and milk development would be continued.

2.1.4 Research Support

The Committee reaffirmed the high priority given to support for research at national,
regional and international levels in the Medium-Term Programme. In particular, it stressed
the urgency for strengthening national agricultural research systems and commended the
Organization's proposals to give increased attention to training in research and research
management.
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The cooperative research networks established in the European region were indicated
as models which might be followed elsewhere to support national research efforts in well-
selected research problems of agricultural development. The importance of close liaison
with the International Research Centres and other advanced regional and national institutions
in developed and developing countries was stressed in this context. The Organization had a
key role to play in supporting all such efforts within a global agricultural research
system and in the dissemination of research results and new technologists for application
in agricultural and rural development.

Strong support was given by the Committee to the CARIS programme and the Committee
felt that additional support was needed at the country level to enable the developing
countries to make full use of the information it provided by the Programme.

The Committee noted the important role of the Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research (CGIAR) supporting international agricultural activities but stressed
the need for these activities to be more closely related to the work of national and
regional agricultural research institutions. It also stressed the importance of close
liaison between all research institutions, especially those in similar agro-ecological zones,
to increase the efficiency of research efforts.

In considering the proposed programme for 1982-83 the Committee strongly endorsed
the high priority given to the development of research institutions at the national level
and, whilst it welcomed the modest increase in the programme, it urged that stronger support
should be given.

The Committee also stressed the importance of short-term problem-solving adaptive
research to meet the fast growing demands of technology and the need for the involvement
of farmers in such field-level trials, as part of a more general educative orocess.

The Committee endorsed the continuing joint programme with IAEA on the agricultural
application of isotopes and radiation and supported especially the strong training component
of this programme. It noted the orientation of this sub-programme to the FAO priority
programmes and that FAO provides approximately twenty-five percent of the total programme
cost, with the balance provided by IAEA.

The Committee strongly suptórted the continuing CARIS programne and urged that further
efforts be made during the biennium to ensure its early compatibility with AGREP. It also
endorsed the continuing cooperation with UNCTAD in the preparation of cooperative research
proposals in many important commodity fields.

The Committee called attention once again to the fact that no mention mas made of
Regular Programme allocations being provided for research in the Latin American Region,
and requested that appropriate indications of the scale of research and support thereto
should be provided in the full Progl=im,.? of Work and Budget.

2.1.5 Rural Development

The Committee agreed with the high priority accorded to the promotion of agrarian
reform and rural development, as defined by the Declaration of Principles and Programme of
Action of WCARRD. It affirmed the integrated objective of growth with equity through

improved access to resources and people's participation. The Committee welcomed the

reorientation of activities under this item. It emphasized that involving the masses of

rural people, and especially the rural poor, required adequate policies and programmes for
the establishment and strengthening of effective rural institutions and services.



101. The Committee supportee ha proposed strangneoin of ! c2t.._

and Extension, Development S-opoo-,7t Commonicationo,
Participation and Organizaticis, ehpecir.11: 4r.lcul'o,1Loa Coo
in Development and Agricultu-al ao,J

2.1.6 Nutrition
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The Committee felt that active pooticipation of ri,e millions of small faome-os and
other disadvantaged groups could becom c reality chtoue adoilate people's organizations
at the village level. The Committee stess.,6 thpt oerple's cr3anizations, espacially
cooperatives and similar small farmerzTotganiations, should become a prima,-y component
in the design and modality of implemenLation of rursl development programmes and projects.
The Committee emphasized the importance of enhancing the involvement of rural women and
families in food production and distribution, and their access to, and participation in the

system of agricultural services, inputs and supplies.

The Committee supported the need for extension and training as essential for the
promotion of efficient and self-supporting national rural institutions, and welcomed the
use of mass-media to inform, motivate and train rural people. Training, with particular

emphasis on small farmers, was siso cruciP.1 in otbef 1-echnical fields. The improvement

of the rural marketing systems 'las cr,nsidera,i essential for rural developmant. The Ccmmttee
also welcomed the emphasis on credit and bLokin to clsist cout'Hes in linhing avicltural
banking systems with rural clevalopment

The Comnittee welcomed Lhe inclusion of Rural Development as a priority focus in the
proposed programme under Cbaotel: 2.1 for 101?-83, It ,sIttacjiod ve7:7 gze;It imoo;.tance to

the activities that support affo-7ts ot coun;:s i-lolement the Programme 02 Arrioe of.

WCARRD. It ackno,Jledged the specIal rc.aponsibilit:o rhao I10 han ah the leod agency ln the

UN system in WCARRD Follow-up and to ne actis!iLieh of the (CC fash Force.

The Committee Felt that the content dnd orie,t!!Lion cf the ploposi activities nere
appropriate. It supu.orted tU'a activYcies p2oposed undor EducaLion, Ey.Oensioi 3nd Traning,
Development Support Communications, 1:crhetin.,;, TICATI9 Eepuomicc Soci:11 P7ogcammes.

The Committee welcwh.ld the emohasis !»o1 oc 2osterng iacreased paiticil7oor by

the poorest and least. eclantoad ruial peopL! ii HJJ0g cmoll fo:;:ms:s au4
peasants and stressed particularly tho lole devclz,pmr.

related to Training
Rural People's

ives, T)7.t.,..:17o.LoP of Women

In reviewing the strategies and objectives for the medium-term, the Committee reiterated
the necessity for measures tC reduce malnutrition and to meet the basic food needs of the
rural poor. The Coamlittee recalled the observation made at its Fifth Session that in order
to be effective, nutrition planning should become an integral part of overall development
and production planning. It pointed out that it was also important to improve food systems
by ensuring the quality and safety of food supplies and providing consumer protection against
adulteration, contamination and fraud. It noted that it would have the opportunity to review
Programme 2.1.6 Nutrition in more detail under Agenda Item 6 during the current Session of
the Committee, but in the context of Item 4 it expressed support for FAO's proposed medium-
term strategy to assist Member Nations to improve nutrition and ensure the quality and safety
of food supplies. It commended the continuing attention being given to formulation of food
and nutrition policies and plans, assessment of nutrition problems and to improving metho-
dologies for surveillance of the nutrition situation at national and area levels.

The Committee endorsed the introduction of nutritional considerations into agriculture
and rural development projects. It stron ly suoorted the broadening of assistance to direct
nutrition interventions and the attention being paid to community nutrition programmes to
increase the food intake of the most malnourished population groups. It recognized the value
of feeding programmes and stressed that in addition to participation in WFP-assisted
programmes, FAO should aid programmes to promote increased use of local supplies, particularly
for the development of infant and weaning foods based on local products.



The Committee stues.Eed 1-.1.4.11 NEn.00 fully aporioad of che
current food and agricultu,:ai cit,Irt.ico- X. plans and ploutammes
for improved daur,. coilectior OP."; a\d 7A0't iwfcrmatiop
system and analyses shoniC L 1r°0 '-:.mol?.asi.ed

need for national asvicni,-.= n,. .ce!-IF;cry

109, The Committee di:ew )artirc: maiuLain
its vigilance aad further si:rcL,tNili, 1:00J r:1(.-To
action could be talen whea wolcom,,:d em'pacis
given in the Global Info-L-matin ;717,r7 i:- Mi 7:::57.00.11 in valneLable
countries and suppol:tcd 017: SY3i:.:7Y:o fF yi,":0TDCIOd Eel thT.

1982-83 bienaium. It also sc!:a.!,..see: ?.a*.:Ty waraing

systems, Ilaraa to the CloLclTrc

110. The Committee liested that the ;.:(7, agriculture
should be continued &nd their analyris aeads for the
achievement of development: tEltr.,.
111. The Committee noted that infor
remained scar.tv and incompet.c..

in this area ro data coilection. and
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The Committee cOttenden tic. :up112Lt. E*vt.'o A)o.S safety prouames
and to the work carried out ofl-11 resh CODEX AL-M/TTA111US Commission.
It also noted with satisfaction the encouracme.ct given. inten-elia, 0:trough CODEX regional
coordinating committees, to technical cooperation in ..:.00tf. control ameng developing
countries in Asia, Africa ard LLtin America.

The Committee felt that lack of suitably trained manpower ,7,t all levels was a major
constraint to formulating and impl:mencl,13 ,3tra.7egies to improvc nut-.7ition al)d 5i: expressed
the need to give greater crap-bads to Lraiaiag in future.

The Committee welcomed Che ncrease .cis given in the proposed programme for
1982-83 to the introduction of nutrition in ,::cultural and rural develoent plans and
projects and noted with satisfaction ,hat resor,-c:72s had 'elee_i o.11ocated to Cood and

nutrition assessment, support to field nrogral:aves an.6 to ;Toni,. on food cwaHCy improvement
at village level.

Concern war expressed . le r the Peioual OC.Jce Eon Asia
and the Pacifi: much lovaz: Lla,a1 &a; ots7 al,:nocE,h malnutrition
was a major cor a in iir;L;I:

2.1.7 Food and Agricultnr.1

17 to agriculture
ile priority be given

In reviewing the strategioe and objectives fec ::.he medium-term, Che Committee
expressed concern that the food and agricultural siu:;j:iGn. conti-mied to remaial fraCile
and insecure.

Many developing countries would need to reorient their agricultural policies and
plans in order to achieve rapid and sustained expansion of food production. In the view

of the Committee, the provision of policy ,pJ7EI plannin ::EL;istfface should be given high

priority, particularly in Africa, in order to help co.flitie, improve self-reliance.
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Plans, strategies, policies and programmes to improve food security would remain a top

priority in the medium-term. To obtain a progressive improvement in food security the
Committee agreed that all low-income Countries would need to develop protection against crop

failures. This would require the establishment of national, regional and international food
security systems, including minimum reserve stocks, assured food aid and adequate emergency
aid, and greater incentives to food production, in line with the goals agreed in the
Internationl Development Strategy. Action would also be needed to stabilize world commodity
markets and expand agricultural exports, particularly those of developing countries.

As regards the 1982-83 proposals for 2.1.8 FOod and Agricultural Policy, the Committee
agreed that the Organization would need to expand the provision of policy and planning advice
to deVeloping countries, particularly in Africa, as envisaged in the Lagos Plan of Action.

It was considered that attention should be given to improvement and adjustment of price
and related policies. Strengthening of training programmes in project analysis and planning,
in order to enhance national expertise in project identification, formulation andimplement-
ation was also necessary, together with,increased attention tu nutritional considerations
in agricultural and rural development projects.

The Committee noted that planning assistance was also focusing on the importance of
agricultural censuses and surveys as a source of basic data for planning development
programmes and follow-up to WCARRD. The Committee supported the priority being given to
preparations for the 1990 World Census of Agriculture.

The Committee 2,..Ieed with the priority attached to the strengthening of food security
at the global, regional and national levels, particularly in view of the gravity of the

overall food situation. Special emphasis should be placed on action-oriented programmes to
improve national and global preparedness to meet food emergencies, action to promote
collective self-reliance of developing countries in this vital area, and the extension of
the activities of the Food Security Assistance Scheme to meet growing demands for assistance
in designing and implementing.national and regional food security programmes.

The Committee underlined the importance of resolving commodity trade problems and of
developing effective commodity development programmes, including consultations between
producing and consuming countries, on specific commodity problems. The Committee stressed
the ueed to avoid duplication of work on commodities covered by other specialized organi-

zations and on this basis Euppprted the role ano activities of FAO in the ti Id of commodity
policies and trade, techni-C7171 1&53rc requested by UNCTAD, and commodity project preparation
relating to the Second Account operations.of the new Common Fund for Commodities.

The Committee noted that the bulk of che increased allocations to the programme 2.1.8.
Food and Agriculture Policy, for 1982-83, and the resource shifts proposed were intended to
provide direct and practical assistance to Member Nations in priority areas of work,
particularly in the vital sector of world food security. A number of countries noted that
Programme 2.1.8 amounted to about twenty-one percent of the total resources of Major
Programme 2.1 and some of them considered that che increase was perhaps high in relation
to the increase proposed for other programmes. While noting that the resources proposed for
global perspective studies had been considerably reduced, the Committee recognized the need
to pursue the development uses of the FAO Study "Agriculture: Toward 2000" (AT 2000) report
at.regional and country levels and for other purposes such as the proposed work on energy.



INTRODUCING NUTRITION IN AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT

The Committee, having before it the paper COAG/81/6 - Introducing Nutrition in
Agricultural and Rural Development, reviewed the progress made on this subject since its
last session. This item was placed on the Agenda in furtherance of the decisions taken by
the Conference at its Twentieth Session that food and nutrition be a standing item on the
Agenda of every COAG session and as a follow-up to the suggestions and recommendations of
the Committee at its Fifth Session. At that session, the Committee had expressed unanimous
support to the paper COAG/79/6 - Nutrition in Agriculture, which included an adequate,
albeit initial response to Conference Resolution 8/77 on Nutrition. In particular, the
Committee had recommended that FAO prepare a report on the results of the provisional
guidelines for the introduction of nutritional considerations into agricultural and rural
development programmes and projects, after testing their usefulness and applicability with
the participation of Member Nations.

The document under discussion reported on the progress made in improving the
provisional guidelines on the basis of applying the method under field conditions and
identifying issues for consideration by the Committee. The document also indicated areas
for further work on the method and its application at country level as well as within FAO.
Finally, it made suggestions for continued action by FAO and Member Nations towards better
nutrition of vulnerable population groups through adequately designed development projects.

The Committee confirmed its full acceptance of the importance of this activity and
expressed appreciation for the quality of this paper which provided evidence of the progress
made in implementing Conference Resolution 8/77 and in following the recommendation made
by COAG at its Fifth Session.

The Committee emphasized that, while the immediate causes and the expressions of
malnutrition vary among and within countries' socio-economic factors such as economic
inequality, poverty and socio-economic dependency were always to be found at the root of
the problem. Therefore, the application of the proposed approach which aims at integrating
nutrition in socio-economic development planning was imperative, to effectively pursue the
eradication of hunger and malnutrition. In this connexion, the Committee reiterated the
view that nutrition should indeed not be tackled in isolation, but that nutrition objectives
and perspectives must be incorporated into all relevant development programmes and projects.

The Committee confirmed the leading role played by FAO in promoting this approach
and expressed the wish that FAO take initiatives to share its experience and exchange views
with UN, other international organizations and bilateral agencies concerned, especially on
method development, training procedures and supporting materials.

In view of the complexity of the task and of the number of units concerned within FAO,
the Committee felt that all Departments and Divisions should cooperate with the Food Policy
and Nutrition Division in the application of the procedures for nutrition assessment of
their programmes and projects. This would require further strengthening of existing
mechanisms.

The Committee noted with satisfaction that nutrition was considered not only in
relation to agriculture but also in relation to fisheries and forestry and that the subject
was appropriately put on the agendas of the next sessions of the Committees on Fisheries
(COFI) and Forestry (C0F0).

The Committee recognized the general usefulness of the Guidelines for introduction of
Nutrition Considerations and the practical character of the step by step approach of the
procedures. Phases one to three of the FAO procedures were generally considered as
particularly useful and of easy application while the in-depth studies described as phase
four needed further work towards simplification of the procedures which, as experience had
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FOLLOW-UP TO WCARRD

This item was included in the Agenda by the Fifth Session of the Committee. It was
discussed on the basis of document COAG/81/7, which the Committee commended for its
comprehensiveness and clarity.

The Committee appreciated that FAO, by its follow-up of the WCARRD Programme of Action,
had risen to the challenge of its timely and planned implementation. The Committee expressed
satisfaction that FAO had actively assumed the responsibilities conferred upon it by the
WCARRD Programme of Action and the FAO Conference Resolution 7/79 of November 1979, both in
regard to the mandate given to it in areas of its own competence, as well as in regard to
its responsibilities as the lead agency in the UN system for rural development. Considering
the multi-dimensional nature of this endeavour, the Committee welcomed that suitable
institutional arrangements had been made within FAO,'including the establishment of the
Inter-Departmental Committee for Rural Development, to effectively follow-up this multi-
disciplinary programme and that many parts of the Organization had been involved in this
work. The importance of having all the Departments of FAO involved in this work was
underlined.

The Committee expressed its appreciation of FAO's efforts to reorient its own programme
of work in the direction of WCARRD priorities, focussing especially on the eradication of
rural poverty. The Committee felt strongly that such a reorientation should permeate the
whole programme of FAO and all of its units which, in their field activities, should be
geared to the needs of the rural poor, small farmers, pastoralists, landless agricultural
workers, rural women and youth.

The Committee recognized the need for a similar reOrientation of the work of the ACC
Task Force on Rural Development, for which FAO is the lead agency. The Committee noted
that the Task Force had carried out a review and assessment of the Whole range of activities
including successes achieved and difficulties encountered, especially in its efforts at the
country level. In the light of lessons of past experience the Task Force had formulated
under FAO's leadership a new programme of work for 1981-83, which concentrates on three
major areas of emphasis, country support programme, people's participation, and monitoring
and evaluation. These selected activities also reflected priorities as laid down in the
WCARRD Programme of Action.

The Committee welcomed the inter-country consultations at the regional level as
providing an opportunity for countries to plan and coordinate their programmes for WCARRD
follow-up. One of the institutions for WCARRD follow-up at the regional level was to be

the Regional Rural Development Centres. The Centre for Integrated Rural Development for
Asia and the Pacific (CIRDAP) had already been established. Similar centres were in the

process of being established in the other three developing regions. It noted that the
regional centres would be kept small and that their efficiency would depend on their
operation through a network of national institutions, which thus, in fact, would be
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FAO take the initiative to organize expanded consultations with international agencies
and national institutions engaged in method development, so as to exchange experiences
and develop a common body of practical approaches and procedures;

National data collection systems be strengthened co identify groups at risk of
malnutrition, help prepare periodical country nutrition statements, facilitate
nutrition assessment of projects, and provide an effective nutrition surveillance
system;

Attention be given to the development and publication of training materials as the
first step in a comprehensive training programme, with emphasis on middle-level
training.

SELECTED DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS
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,;ecane,,bende In regard to the funding of these centres, they were to be financed from a
aniqbaz of !,oucces, including contributions from the countries themselves, as well as

froN sub-contracts undertaken by the centres.

142. The Committee emphasized the importance of action at the country level as the main
focus for WCARRD follow-up. Each country was required by the Programme of Action to
lomoijate strategies and policies for rural development with a focus on poverty alleviation.

iedCLO to help Member Nations, at their request, to review their plans, strategies
an,-P-rorammes or policies. The Committee noted that some countries had 'already set up
olatioDal Coordinating Committees to oversee and coordinate plans, policies and action on
rural development in the light of WCARRD follow-up. This had to be followed by project
forMulation and implementation. The Committee supported the assistance provided by the
WCARRD follow-up missions to countries in this regard.

143, The Committee, in reviewing the finances available for WCARRD follow-up expressed
":neintment that total pledges made by only six donors, amounted so far to only
1:19 ',29 million, which was less than fifty percent of the target of US$ 20 million. While
e:pressing appreeiation to the donors who had made these pledges, the Committee appealed
to other potential donors to contribute the balance required to make this programme a
success.

The Committee considered the four major areas of technical activities presented in
the document. The Committee strongly supported the view that people's participation should
be ccia.ral to the WCARRD follow-up programme. The Committee felt, however, that this
shoulo not be treated as an isolated programme or project, but should be an underlying
component of all FAO projects and programmes. In operational terms, it should be the aim
to introduce people's participation in all rural development programmes and projects to be
assisted by FAO.

The Committee attached great importance to the integration of women in development,
- major component of WCARRD follOw-up. This again should not be treated as an isolated

re,.oeremme, but should be woven into all FAO's ongoing and future programmes. The Committee
ee. ed satisfaction at FAO's approach in WCARRD follow-up, which was to proceed

:,imnlaneousTy on two lines, with the first, a strong women's component being built into
other FA.0 programmes of WCARRD follow-up (such as rural training, monitoring and evaluation,
etc-) and the second, a separate programme especially addreSsed to the poor and disadvantaged

g-:oups. Tbe Committee stressed the need for operational purposes in developing
to establish village-based centres to serve not only as service centres but also

eining and outreach activities to village women and their organizations.

The Committee welcomed the active role provided by non-governmental organizations
(10:1) IJ the planning and implementation of activities involving people's participation
at %1-0-, 3s-roots level. The Committee noted FAO's consultations with NGOs in the past
as well as this year and expressed the view that such consultations should be held
oer6flically. The Committee appreciated the arrangements being made by FAO to associate
ottlel eoncerned organizations in the UN system in this aspect of the WCARRD follow-up
eloerimme, through an appropriate panel of the ACC Task Force.

, The Committee stressed the importance of farmers' training and agricultural extension
of WCARRD follow-up. Some members of the Committee felt the need to move from a

:eower concern with "agricultural extension" to the broader concept of "rural extension".
Tbe. CemmiLtee endorsed the great concern introduced by WCARRD with the social and behavioural
eepeat;-, in agricultural extension and training for rural development. The Committee noted
uich interest some of the innovative approaches in farmers' training being undertaken by
',J'A) under WCARRD follow-up, and expressed the desire to be kept informed of such approaches

' their results. The Committee felt, however, that nutritional concerns should receive
air.er attention in WCARRD follow-up, especially in regard to extension and training.
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The Committee stressed the importance of monitoring and evaluation as envisag,C, 5,¡
WCARRD, and strongly endorsed FAO's follow-up programme in this respect. The disciaeien
between the monitoring of poverty alleviation as opposed to the monitoring o'E thc
of rural development programmes and projects, was appreciated. The Commitcce
FAO's step by step approach to enable countries to undertake this wOrk OD a practicshle
basis and welcomed the pilot studies proposed to test the feasibility of Cie
and monitoring systems before adoption by the countries. The Committee emphasi:7ed that
all monitoring systems and socio-economic indicators should be kept as simple as porsiLle,
to enable them to be adopted easily by the countries.

In regard to the overall prograumte for WCARRD follow-up, the Committee in general
expressed appreciation of the overall content of the Programme, and the substantial
accomplishments achieved in the short period since the World Conference. Subject to
earlier comments, the Committee supported the type, adequacy and direction of the pro1.7,:mm,2';

and activities planned and implemented by FAO under WCARRD follow-up.

The Committee recommended the introduction of the socio-economic concerns of
into the agro-technical aspects, since they would give a different perspective to the
latter. Such concerns would necessitate new research and production priorities,
institutional and technological systems geared to the production needs and possibilities
of the small farmers, rural women and other rural poor. This, in turn, would hav
implications for different cropping patterns for stall farmers, diversified
systems such as integrated production of crops and livestock, aquaculture, and
intensive technologies for agricultural and rural development. These concerns 571°1110 Lu,,

given adequate attention over the short and medium-term in the FAO's Pro m,,! nf

The Committee stressed the importance of orienting agricultural credit and iinancing Lo
service the needs of small farmers.

Lastly, the Committee felt that it had a positive role to play in WCARRD
since it was the appropriate forum to examine the agro-technical and socio-economic
of development as well as to exchange relevant technical and substantive ewperience
countries relating to the follow-up to the WCARRD Programme of Actipn. In view of thr_

need to maintain a high priority for integrated effort in rural development:, tike Commtc;(7.!

agreed that further consideration of this subject take place at its next SessiOn.

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION

This item had been proposed for discussion as a selected development issue by
Committee at its Fifth Session. The Committee discussed the item on the basis c.7.

paper COAG/81/8 - Soil and Water Conservation.

The paper concentrated on the alarming rate of deterioration of agricultw:a LxV,

and water resources through land degradation and soil erosion, especially in (.4z1F:AQ%?;.7f:;

countries. It outlined the responsibility for action in soil conservation, tile
for conservation of land reSources and the respective action needed by govc:LvtcaLs,

well as FAO's present. and future activities. The paper also contained proposals ;'.o7

different projects on soil conservation, which were offered as c%amplcs for conziOtioi.;

by interested countries, In Addendum 1 a first draft of a World Soil Charter war,cyc;',

for discussion.

The Committee expressed its appreciation for the concise Lrcaimeul, of rais

issue. It stressed that soil degradation was a major threat to world foo0 prcrciou
the expansion and intensification of FAO's_involvement in this field was therefore

by the Committee.

The Committee noted that land degradation directly affected agricultura by dimioi_sfOxg.

crop yields, food supplies and water resources. However, other sectors ot crx,o,r1;

the environment as a. whole were often seriously affected as well. Thus, the meNst,;a:7
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necessary to arrest and reverse the land degradation process were the concern of both rural

and urban communities. It is a national and international problem of concern to all

governments and planners as well as farmers.

The Committee discussed the important causes of soil degradation and soil erosion.
It recognized that many of the problems basically stemmed from socio-economic causes,
mainly related to the pressure of human and animal populations.

The Committee stressed the need for more socio-economic surveys to balance available
information on land use studies, even though such surveys might touch on sensitive areas,
e.g. social customs and political considerations.

The Committee noted with alarm that large areas of mostly good agricultural land were
being increasingly lost to non-agricultural land use, such as urbanization, mining and
industry. These constituted a threat to hard-earned gains from increased agricultural
productivity in recent years.

The Committee stressed the urgent need for creating amongst politicians, administrators
planners, extension workers and farmers, and amongst the community as a whole, awareness of
the scope, danger and problem of soil degradation and of the possibilities of preventing it.
FAO was urged to mount a worldwide publicity campaign on the subject, including a massive
training effort.

The Committee fully agreed that the main responsibility for initiating and carrying
out soil conservation programmes remained with governments, in view of the complexity and
the importance of such programmes for the community as a whole. The active participation
of land users was essential for the successful implementation of erosion control programmes,
but this issue required the introduction of incentives such as credit, subsidies and tax
relief.

The Committee noted that more information was required on the economics of latid
degradation and soil conservation practices, and urged that there should be more research
in this field. At the same time, it was pointed out that conservation works need not
always be complicated and expensive, and that small farmers were often able to undertake
simple and effective erosion control measures at low cost.

The Committee agreed that the principles of using the land in accordance with its
capabilities, and comprehensive land use planning, should form the basis for any long-term
land use policy. It urged that integrated improved land use practices be introduced in
conjunction with soil erosion control techniques. It also urged that special attention be
given to the problems of arid and semi-arid regions and to those areas affected by shifting
cultivation. The role of afforestation, forest management and agro-forestry in establishing
appropriate land management was stressed. The Committee welcomed FAO's approach that soil
conservation must be based on a better understanding of the environment and not on simply
mechanical methods of erosion control.

In the future, soil conservation activities should be based more on the development
of better cropping systems and land husbandry which would lead to increased productivity
as well as the conservation of the soil. Greater efforts should be made to increase the
productivity of the higher grade land so that pressure could be taken off marginal lands.
Good productive land should be protected at all times and the introduction of 'soil
conservation methods should not be delayed until the land had already begun to erode.

Recognizing the extreme shortage of trained soil conservation staff at different
levels in most countries, the Committee recommended that FAO and the countries themselves
place greater emphasis on training and that a training component be incorporated in all
soil conservation programmes. The dissemination of information to extension workers and
farmers should be intensified. Some Members of the Committee offered the use of facilities
for training in their countries.
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It was suggested that FAO further develop and strengthen its contacte with well
established Soil Conservation Services and avail itself of their expertise and experience.

The Committee noted that research had fallen behind in some cases. More research was
required to develop farming systems which give viable alternatives to shifting cultivation
and the use of marginal agricultural lands. It was stressed that research should be
adaptive and lead to simple recommendations that were easily understood by land users.
Further research was also required to develop conservation methods which did not result in
the loss of agricultural land.

The Committee recognized the importance of preventing soil erosion but also emphasized
that other forms of land degradation, such as salinity and waterlogging, should not be over-
looked. In some countries, degradation was now so far advanced that the emphasis must be on
reclamation rather than merely soil conservation. More emphasis should be placed on.
prevention.since reclamation and restoration of degraded soil had proved to be expensive.

Attention was drawn to the important role of the establishment of forage crops to
reduce grazing pressures and to improve vegetative cover, and also to the establishment of
tree plantations as an effective tool for controlling erosion.

The Committee stressed the need to build administrative units, as required, and appro-
priate, responsible for the institutional capability for carrying out soil conservation
programes, as an important step in tackling national land degradation problems and/or
strengthening existing units in this field.

The Committee fully recognized the importance of soil conservation legislation as a
means of supporting soil conservation programmes.

The Committee drew attention to the concept of catchments and watersheds as the
management units for soil and water conservation. Within watersheds, che protection of
reservoir catchments must receive early consideration, ahead of dam construction, to
safeguard the investment against the damage due to erosion and sedimentation.

Attention was drawn to the usefulness of establishing pilot demonstration areas,
in combination with other extension activities, to disseminate information on erosion
control methods to rural populations. Conservation activities should not be looked at in
isolation but should be included in normal extension work.

In view of the multi-disciplinary nature of soil conservation, catchment and watershed
management activities, the Committee strongly supported an inter-disciplinary approach to
soil and water conservation, in which it hoped the work of FAO's Inter-departmental Working
Group would be effective.

The need for regional projects in the field of soil conservation and watershed
management was fully endorsed by the Committee as a means of creating further awareness of
the problem and of developing national soil conservation programmes to provide the
opportunity of sharing experiences amongst participating developing countries and to
strengthen training activities in the context of Technical Cooperation among Developing
Countries (TCDC). Attention was drawn to the Regional Project on Soil Conservation for
Latin America, which was at an advanced preparatory stage, and which was discussed and
supported by a resolution at the FAO Regional Conference for Latin America, in Havana,
Cuba, in September 1980. Similar Regional Projects were in preparation for Africa, Asia
and the Near East.

The Committee considered the four country project proposals, as outlined in COAG 81/8,
to be useful, although it was pointed out that any complete soil conservation programme
should contain components from all four proposals and be adjusted to the requirements and
to the activities already underway in the countries concerned.
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The Committee considered a draft proPosal for a World Soil Charter (COAG/81/1-Add.1)

and considered it to be a satisfactory first draft. It agreed to Annex this draft, to

the present Report (as Appendix F) so as to bring it to the attention of the Council. The

suggestions made by the Committee would be taken into account in the preparation of a

second draft.

The Committee suggested that in the report on follow-up activities on this item ro
be presented at the Seventh Session of the Committee on Agriculture, an evaluation of the
performance, che impact of FAO's activities in the countries, and the problems encountered

should be included.

ENERGY IN AGRICULIDRALAND RURAL DEVELOPMENT

This item was placed on the agenda at the request of the Director-General in
consultation with the Chairman of the Committee after the Director-General identified
energy as one'of the priority areas requiring the attention of FAO in the 1982-83 biennium
and beyond. Discussion of the subject by COAG as the technical body concerned was
considered by the Director-General as an important prelude to the formulation of FAO's
policy on the subject by the Twenty-First Session of the FAO Conference.

The Committee expressed its appreciation of the inclusion of this topic on its Agenda,
as in its view this problem was one of focal interest in the current situation of agriculture
and for its future development around the world. The Committee also felt that the concise
presentation of this complex and important topic in the background paper, COAG/81/9, had
greatly helped in its deliberations.

The paper concentrated on the complex issues of energy and agriculture including the
use of energy in agriculture, the production of energy from agriculture, and the role of
agriculture within rural energy systems. National and international issues related to
energy and agriculture and the medium-term action needed to respond to these issues were.
also presented.

The Committee noted the relatively small quantity of commercial energy used in
agriculture at present but also noted that demand was increasing. It recognized the
importance of commercial energy-based inputs such as fertilizers, farm machinery, pesticides
and pump irrigation in agricultural production. It also noted the close link between
energy use and agricultural production in which each one percent growth of production is
associated with a rise of more than twu percent in the input of commercial energy as shown
by the FAO Study "Agriculture: Toward 2000". The Committee fully supported the emphasis
on the need for countries to ensure that their agriculture sectors received the supplies
of commercial energy required to develop and exploit their production potential.

While supporting increased energy inputs in agriculture in developing countries, the
Committee also supported the need to place emphasis on the conservation of energy and ro
adopt energy-efficient practices, techniques and production systems.

In this context, more effective use bf farm machinery, more precise and timely
fertilizer placement, more efficient use of irrigation water, and the rational use of
pesticides through integrated pest control: were particularly emphasized. The Committee
supported FAO activities in this area and Identified energy conservation in agricultural
production as a priority area for FAO attention.

Some Members of the Committee mentioned that an important area for saving energy was
in the off-farm parts of the food systems of developed countries. In some cases higher
transport costs might make it necessary to relocate the production of certain commodities.
The developing countries should be on their guard against the growth of high energy-using
food systems of the kind found in developed countries.
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Strong efforts to substitute and supplement" non-renewable energy sources with
renewable sources was singled out by the Committee as a priority area both for FAO and
national action. Plant breeding for better eneriy conversion and biological nitrogen
fixation ability; greater utilization of crop and livestock residues as organic fertilizers;
and increased use of legumes and other nitrogen fixing plants in appropriate farm systems,
such as crop-rotations, were important means for achieving those objectives.

The greater use of alternative sources of energy, such as solar, wind, =all scale
hydro-power, peat and geothermal energy in agriculture and rural development were also
stressed as areas requiring the attention of FAO, other international organizations and
Governments of Member Nations.

A number of Members of the Committee requeoted that FAO encourage: (i) the
establishment of pilot projects based on appropriiate renewable energy systems at the village
and farm level in developing countries, and (ii) the establishment of joint coordinated
applied research and development programmes between national institutions of developed and
developing countries in order to define appropriate technologies for the production and
use of renewable energy in agriculture and rural 'development.

The Committee noted the importance and suitability of draught animal power (DAP) in
many countries, especially in small farming operations, as a tool for inereasing agricultural
production. As one of the main sources of power to the small farmer, it was more fairly
and evenly distributed as a source of energy in the developing countries.

The Committee noted that the Secretariat of the UN Conference on New and Renewable
Sources of Energy (UNCNRSE) had asked FAO to undertake a survey of the state of the art
of DAP on a global scale. The Committee felt that more support by FAO for specific action
programmes were required to increase the spread and effectiveness of DA? in Member Nations;
however, some Members of the Committee noted that caution must be exercised when expanding
or introducing DAP as in some situations land would be required to produce animal feed
which could be used to produce additional food.

The Committee agreed that the move from non-renewable to renewable energy sources
would have to rely on a wide range of diverse sources of energy. Besides wind, sun and
hydro-energy, bio-mass provided the largest potentials. Within the bio-mass available
wood was dominant, but locally available by-products from crop and livestock production,
or products from energy cropping were important, and should be increasingly used.

The Committee stressed the continuing importance of wood as a major source of
renewable energy in the rural sector. While recOgnizing this, some Members of the Committee
however have questioned whether wood was the most effective energy source,. Fuelwood was
traditionally the major source of energy for cooking and heating for hundreds of millions
of households in developing countries. With increasing population pressures fuelwood
resources were being rapidly depleted with serious consequences not only for the subsistence

of rural people but also on the stability of the environment on which agriculture depended.

The Committee emphasized the need for practical action to increase fuelwood production

and to improve the efficiency of its conversion into energy: this would contribute to
solving the rural energy problem and it would alSo have beneficial environmental effects

on food crops.

Solutions existed for combining energy with other production and protection objectives
in forest establishment and management and for integrating tree growing for fuel in

agricultural practices. This was identified as an important area of concern for FAO and

the Committee supported the stand and the recommendations adopted by the Fifth Session of

the Committee on Forestry and thereafter endorsed by the Seventy-Eighth Session of the

FAO Council.
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Many cases were quoted to the Committee of successful national efforts to utilize
crop and livestock production by-products as sources of energy. Biogas production from
dung was holding out great promise. An exchange of information on technologies developing
in different parts of the world for this purpose was also seen as worthy of additional
support. Some Members of the Committee affirmed that dung was better used as fertilizer
than as fuel, since dung was frequently the major source of fertilization in many poor
regions of the world.

The Committee took note of the information provided on the development of programmes
for producing commercial liquid fuels from agriculture through energy cropping, and drew
attention to both the benefits and potential disadvantages of such programmes.

The Committee recognized that, with the exception of a very few countries, energy
cropping was in a pilot or experimental stage, but it agreed that major expansion of the
conversion of food commodities or the use of food production resources for energy production
might in some cases have detrimental effects on food importing countries, especially among
the poorest strata of their populations.

The Committee recognized that the development of energy cropping would be strongly
influenced by future relative prices of energy and the evolvement of conversion.technologies,
and the land potential for producing the relevant raw materials. In this connexion, it
was emphasized that there were large differences between individual countries and they
might have different approaches towards energy cropping, depending on the level of their
self-sufficiency in food and energy sources, especially liquid fuels.

The potential competition between food production and energy cropping was seen by
the Committee to be directly relevant to issues of World Food Security. The Secretariat
was requested to forward the relevant parts of the present Report to the session of the
Committee on World Food Security to commence on 8 April 1981 in Rome.

The consensus of the Committee was that FAO should become active in monitoring priCe
and supply changes in cereals and other basic food staples under the impact of increasing
energy use of food commodities so that timely action could be taken to avert major food
shortages for the vulnerable segments of the world population. This also made it desirable
that when governments planned national action for energy cropping, they should bring into
their decisions the potential international effects of such programmes.

The Committee also suggested that FAO should extend technical assistance, within the
availability of resources, to countries which plan to embark on energy cropping programmes,
and in general should act as a clearing house for technical and economic information relevant
to energy cropping and the related conversion process technologies.

It was considered that effective development and management of rural energy use and
production could be best achieved within the framework of total rural energy systems. This
called for a better understanding of the energy flows in local rural economic and social
units, such as villages or small market towns and their environs. It also called for those
who dealt with the individual components of the system to take the whole picture into
account when considering changes.

The Committee supported the view that the analysis of rural energy use and production
within.the conceptual framework of "rural energy systems" helped to understand complex
interrelations and provide a clearer perception of opportunities fpr improvements. It
emphasized that the use of such a concept would require refinement, if it were to have
practical applications.

Seeing rural energy use and production as a system greatly helped in considering a
wide range of use of different available sources. Such use included cooking and heating.
Th:e opp'ortunities to increase greatly the efficiency of energy used in the household was
emphasized by the Committee, thereby reducing pressure on local biomass fuels.
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The Committee agreed that in the formulation of rural energy policies it was necessary
to take cognizance of the specific situation of each country and the need for an overall
national energy policy framework with particular emphasis on the needs of agriculture.
International technical assistance, including that of FAO, would be useful for this purpose.

Priority to monitoring and assessing the impacts of changing energy prices on
agriculture in support of adjustments necessitated by the changing energy situation, was
considered desirable. Guidance should be given on the choice and development of alternative
energy sources for agriculture and energy output from agriculture.

A number of Members of the Committee expressed support for the European Cooperative
Research Network for Rural Energy, the establishment of which was agreed upon in the FAO
Regional Conference for Europe in Athens in 1980. The Committee was also informed about
the First Session planned for October 1981 and expressed its thanks to France for offering
to host the session and for its financial support towards it. The Committee felt that this
network could also provide useful information for developing countries and might also serve
as an example in the formulation of similar regional networks among developing countries.

It was noted that FAO was actively collaborating with the Secretariat of the UN
Conference on New and Renewable Sources of Energy in the preparations for the Conference.
In particular FAO had provided the technical secretariat of the Fuelwood and Charcoal Panel
with basic material and assisted in the preparation of the report on draught animals. It

had also actively participated in the panel meetings on biomass and solar energy, and in
the ad hoc Expert Meetings on rural energy, including agriculture, finance and information.

The Committee took note that along with its recommendationS,a plan of action to be
adopted by the Conference on New and Renewable Sources of Energy would contribute to the
formulation of FAO's programme activities in the field of energy for rural development.

The Committee accepted the relevance of the medium-term action programme to the issues
of energy and agriculture and felt that it provided useful guidelines for the medium-term
programme of FAO in this area.

210, The Committee noted that the energy related components of the work of COAG, COFO and
COFI were to be effectively coordinated through the existence of the Interdepartmental
Working Group on Natural Resources and the Human Environment whose mandate had been recently
extended by the Director-General to cover also the area of energy and agriculture.

211. The Committee suggested that a report on follow-up activities on this item be
presented at its Seventh Session.

OTHER MATTERS

The Committee noted that, in accordance with Rule IV of its Rules of Procedure, the
Director-General, in consultation with the Chairman of the Committee, would prepare a
provisional agenda for its Seventh Session.

The Committee reiterated the recommendation made at its Fifth Session that the final
selection of subjects should take into account the need to ensure a satisfactory balance
between technical and socio-economic areas of work and a reasonable coverage over time of
the various Programmes falling within the competence of the Committee.
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214, In addiciou tothe standing agenda items dealing with the Implementation of the

Pro ¿mine of Work, the Medium- and Long-Term Outlook for Food and Agricultural Development,
the Summary Programme of Work and Budget for Chapter 2.1 and Nutrition respectively, the
Committee recommended that the following topics be considered for possible inclusion in
the provisional agenda dealing with selected development problems:

Plant Protection - Development of a Global Strategy

- Animal Health (National and International Strategies of Action)

- Follow-up to WCARRD with special reference to the Role of Women in Agricultural
Production

A large number of members of the ComMittee sucsted that follow-up of WCARRD be
considered again as 4 topic for the next COAG Sess.:Lofi and a few among them felt that this
should become a standing item of the agenda. It was also suggested that the role of women
in agricultural produetion as well as people's participation, should be discussed as part
of the proposed item on the follow-up to WCARRD. Other Members of the Comm'Lttee, however,
supported the proposal for a separatei_tem on the Role ofWomenin Agricultural Production.

A number of Members of the Committee stqgested that Agro-industries and Food
Processing be an agenda item at the next session.

Some Members of the Committee expressed the view that the number of technical topics
for in-depth discussion be limited as it was not possible to provide too wide a range of
technical expertise in the delegations. A possible approach to this matter in future
sessions would be to review in-depth at each COAG Session one of the'eight programmes
constituting Major Programme 2.1 Agriculture.

Date and Place of Next Session

In accordance with Rule XXXII-3 GRO and Rule II of its Rules of Procedure, the
Committee recommended that its Seventh Session should be held in Rome in March-April 1983.
It further recommended that the Director-General, in consultation with the Chairman of
the Committee, prOpose the exact dates and ensure that the Session was scheduled before
the pring sessions of the Programme and Finance Committees to enable them to consider
the recommendations of COAG.
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee,
Observers, Ladies and Gentlemen:

It is, indeed, a pleasure to welcome you, on behalf of the Director-General, to this
Sixth Session of the Committee on Agriculture.

When I opened the Fifth Session in April 1979 some of you will recall that I gave a
rather detailed account of the history of the Committee and its predecessor panels and co
in the Conference from 1945 through 1967. I shall not repeat those details here, but will
again make one point I made at the beginning of my statement two years ago - that the Committee
on Agriculture provides the most important single channel through which you, as professional
agriculturalists and as agricultural spokesmen for FAO's member countries, may make your
contributions to the policy-making and planning of this Organization.

Interest in the work of the Committee on the parts of member countries has generally been
high, although it has been somewhat Variable, as measured by the numbers of member countries
formally represented by Delegations. In the First and Second Sessions there were 64 and
63 Delegations, respectively. In the Third Session the number dropped back to fifty-une. This
may have been a consequence of some of the growing-pains encountered in the early sessions,
when the COmmittee was still finding its feet; problems which arose to a considerable extent
from the fact that the Committee is called upon to deal with a very broad field of work, and
the related fact - owing to the blez,dh of the agricultural field - there is not the s9mc
cohesion and community of inteiest and the sense of fraternity Met prevails in the sister
colmvittee:i dealing with Fisheries and Forestry. But, as thosa initial problems were overcome,
participee on increased to sixty-eight Delegations in the Ekeeeth Session. and 75 in the Fifth
Session.

As of 20 March, the number of member countries that had signified a desire to participate
in the work of the Committee during the present biennium was eighty-six.

Before turning to the substance of your Session, I should perhaps add just a bit of
additional historical information, for the benefit of those who are new to the Committee.
In June 1970, following the establishment of a Committee on Fisheries, and a decision by the
Conference that. a Committee on Forestry should be established, the Programme Committee noted
that a problem of balance had arisen since there was no comparable body to deal with the work
of the Agriculture Department and the Economic and Social Policy Department. I must admit to
having been the one who raised that issue in the Programe Committee. The initial expression
of concern was followed up in the November 1970 session of the Programme Committee, when it
recommended the establishment of a Committee on Agriculture. '

The Council endorsed this recommendation at its Fifty-Fifth Session, late in 1970, and
a yaar later the Conference took the formal action to establish the Committee, under
Article V-6 of the Constitution. I also participated in these actions of the Council and
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Conference, and then had the honor of ser7i.rt my country's Delegate to the First, Second

-nrd Th5rd Sessions, respectively, of this Ca in !oril of 1972, 1974 and 1975. So you

,113 ouderstand that I have a certain vested ' H!.-rest 7,00iag youx Committee succeed.

Those of you who have attended earliei rosaioor, of course, be aware 'riot - owing

to the broad field of work covered by chE. tu o Oeparrmears - it has be: ,t necessy for the
Committee to be quite selective and to ,".,Y:..no,r-ions in eaii in to o cmal)
nutilef of topics of major current interas'.:. 000st sessio,, ]:oc 1, ,11 be considering
Eour subscaative Items of a recurring nacul.e- Ti.ews 3, 4 and 5 which to the Organization's
Proscamme of Work in the food and agricultural sector, and one (Item 6) to introducing
outfit:ion ia agricultural and rural developments projects. This latter Item on a special
aspect of nutrition has been included in une with a decision of the Committee in its Fifth
Session that food and nutrition should be a standing item on the Agenda of every COAG session.
In addition, to these four recurring Items, you will be considering three selected development
issues, yoUlr'Agenda Items 7, 8 and 9. Before turning to these specific Items, let me say a
'few words about the overall world food and agricultural situation.

Since,you met two years ago, there has been a serious worsening in the world food situation.
This has led the Director-General to declare a state of global alert. The FAO Council late
last year shared the grave concern expressed by the Director-General that the food situation
had become alarming, particularly in Africa, and that the world faced a potential food crisis
in 1981. There has been virtually no change in world food production in 1979 and 1980 and in
the developed market economies, on which food importing countries are now so dependent for their
supplies, there was a 1.8 percent decline in food production. In the developing countries,
there were some welcome gains in total food output in both 1979 and 1980 but in per caput
terms there was a decline in 1979 and virutally no improvement in 1980. Including non-food
commodities in the assessment makes the performance of the world's agricultural sector appear,
if anything, marginally worse. There was a marked slowing down in the latter half of the
1970s.

For the second year in succession, world cereal production was not sufficient to meet
current consumption needs, and as a result, cereal stocks had to be drawn down further. We
estimate that by the end of the current crop seasons, total world carryovers of wheat, coarse
grains and rice will have declined to 213 million tons, approaching the level relative to
consumption-they reached in the world food crisis of the early seventies. At this level, they
are below the margin of safety needed for world food security. It is, therefore, critically
important that cereal production should increase in 1981 to meet growing demand and Lo replenish
stocks. We e:stimate that world cereal production will have to increase by at 1l.,.?a61: four

percent to Meet consumption requirements next year and by 8 percent to restore 3, to a
reasonable level.

There has been an increase in the areF4 of wincays(uqu eiiis iu the Northetn Demisphero
which, with average weather conditions, should erIGue sen 1(-1covt-y in :2,rain .rops in 1931,
For wheat, in particular, there are specific indlions ooinring ro el larg,er .,top silIce crop
cc,...(litions so far have been good and the (WL1, ,r).¡O° ,ere,,t1 crops,

especially maize and rice, stilt 6,e ; , 11;1' ,f1 ìi ,7,71Vfl qlim
min-I;Jis before the crop outlook can be -

It is the situation in Africa thne cau;n?s ou moW connoln. ;:nod vrcOuction
thero l!t9.e declined again, for the chi :d timr- ;.1.1 the t' i' Oat.. a s'ire of
L;ab-Saheran countries are currently suffeficv3 ceo te s:lot.toses resultias from drotinht, oonai.tiflus,

worse in some instances by influ:ms crt- lare nurt0).,.ii ot.7 refuvs. The rrc' iThene
ce,v,t:ries led the Direcco4:-Ceo.fal ,70 io ,!.rc"t:

70,1 lowing which a nuMeer 01 0f)ii V 1 0. sola),,, r

,I.Pplies of grain. subsLant , , C

.Aantries concerna6, hor,,e ve, oo

As mi'ght be e,:pasted, thea cIavn'oesla,,A A rA ,21r.,41)

iAs.;.oeasi:ts it; grain prices whiob, iq'T» ;. ;',;*0; ;"):';'1 -;*
A04 have ,;Aded te OiUlasic;a2 of



is the marked rise in the prices of fertilizers, prices of several important types having
increased by 20 to 30 percent over the past year.

Price inflation has become more serious in nearly all countries, both developed and
developing, and preliminary data for 1930 show a further acceleration. In developed countries,
con.vnirr prices rose by about 11 percent compared with 8 percent in 1979 but some deceleration
is ( .2ected in 1981. In developing countries there was a considerable increase in consumer
fc( prices in 1980.

Also, unhappily the threats posed to world agriculture by pests and diseases have not
abated. However, the major upsurge of the Desert Locust which developed in 1978 was brought
under control by early 1979, with FAO playing an important coordinating role. In 1980, it
was the turn of the African Migratory Locust, which experienced its first major upsurge in
many years in the Lake Chad basin. Again, control measures were taken and the upsurge has
been contained. Now an upsurge of this Locust is developing in the southern part of
Madagascar, where control measures are being undertaken. The Western Hemisphere is still
faced with a threat to its pig industry from African Swine Fever, which was introduced into
some Latin American countries in 1978, a further outbreak being reported in 1980. Several
new outbreaks of Rinderpest also have occurred in West Africa. In both regions, FAO is
providing assistance under the Technical Cooperation Programme.

It is too early to say how far the levels of dietary energy supplies have been affected
by the adverse developments of the past two years, since comprehensive data are available
only up to 1978. In that year, average daily per caput calorie levels were still below
requirements in Africa and in the Far East. In the MSA countries they were estimated to be
only 92 percent of requirements. It may be conjectured that in the two following years, with
little improvement, or even declines, in per caput food production, the nutritional status
in developing countries, with the possible exception of Latin America and the Asian centrally
planned economies as a whole, has deteriorated.

Food aid conalitments and allocations are still 3hort of the target of 10 million tons
proposed in 1974 by the World Food Conference auJ ow represent a much lower proportion
of cereal imports of the developing countries. the writing of increased commitments
into the new Food Aid Convention which came into force on 1 July 1980 was a positive step.
There has been an increase also in contributions to the International Emergency Food Reserve,
and a proposal to establish it as a legally binding convention is being discussed. Some
worthwhile progress can also be recorded in the collective self-reliance initiatives
recommended in the FAO Plan of Action on World Food Security, notably the agreement of the
ASEAN governments to establish a food security reserve in the region and the proposal to set
up a regional food reserve in the Sahel, on which FAO is complering a feasibility study. It

gives us some satisfaction also to be able to report a high level oj activity in FAO's Food
Security Assistance Scheme aimed at improving food security through training and advice on
stock mEnagement and the construction of stovage facilities. But contributions to this Scheme
have not kept up with demand, and retrenchrw.nt will be necessary unless the flow of resources
is stepped up.
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by the Committee, you have zinc been prey...Jed vr:::1 a rr eanh rf he cncted
development problems which were dl.octissed Lao committee's ssion, rition
in Agriculture ¿id Rural Develepu/ant", flOreYstm Ose of end "AgrieuLtutal Meceonization
and its Eiffect: ou Loploymeno dhd 14COMi DiLribetian.", Thete ure UJi/e,-;iablad as addenda to
COAG81/.

Item 4 of your 'anda provides a stiar- : of th.: long arl. outlook fc uorld
agriculture, and in turn provides the objuea f i Ic t tc=C.s which FAO' mc 'ame
of Work is oriented. Tie long-rerme fueure of world agriculture wouTJ offer treiv bleoT
prospects for dmieloping countries and within them for the poor and huagry i rhE present
and recent, padL. ti-ends eoutin-oe. Oa 1-he other hand, FW's pelspeLtive study of vat:rid
agriculsural Oevelopm2nL h.Ari.cLicnve: Towars1 2OU0 shoys that a beLtei entld could Le a
possibilitl) if governments glw ti auJ iune aud food o sufficiently high priority la Lheir
development plans, policies and rrogramaes and if Lbs uorld communley picyldes appropriaLe
:support .10'.7 them. Growct of prcuu.t.iion could be eceel2ratul hy et:tending the area of crops,
and abOve all a malor inciens.! in -yiolds wcold be neconisari. This impties oon,JiderablL increases
in those inputs and itryostm2aLi, sncb as ;el:Lit:2er.; and .iworoved sec,,ds_ and Irri.g:,ticn,
which help intensificatiou. aralici t rh2 C:f-f0,í5 tO i production, large efforts
will be required towdrds betteo asset and income uiscli.butia so that increases in income
reach the poor and thereby enable them to more adequately coyer their dietary needs.

The General Assembly (_,2 /ha Hnitel ar ro 1980 l,ession, .ct. of a

New International Deveicl,menJ- Ulitv Oí the Th'
Decade. 'Ibis political Lcval r.:ages7;y lnaleates oectoin goals for agriculWre
sector, and high among them is the elimination of 1)111: -7,nd mslnoLlition 11,y L112 and o:f the
century, to be achieyed by a taiLcieJ tertge aunnol rzee of ineyeabe in agrieelLoiel production
of at least four percent:.

The implications of these longar-term needs fo:: FAO's medium-term nzoramme ate clear,
and they emphasise the importance of incleased aud improved actions OCYGS:: a Ico9d. fiont
These are pr1T cited_ to you under the :.tructuie ol the Programmes of the Director-Ceneral
Summary Pro ..,o Tale of Work and 7,udget. The three main priority areas announced by che Oirect.or-
General n( 2c1 to be kept in mind phea translating them into che 1931-83 actiou pcoosals of
the Organization. Higher food security, calling bth FOU major increases ia production end
its handling in a manner which reduces losco and provide!, for lean -yeats, is the 17Lse. among
these. Placing emphasis ou the solution toe ehe food problems of AfricL,- is E sneciel
case of creating food szeurity on a coatinenL where Lhe recent oast has seen inri r- foot
problems. Much of arre medium-1.e:m p,ogramme and outiocla -rfleets che majo,- changes which
will have to occur in the ipsticolions seving agriculture and 4.n muosures which 1411 :educe
the plight of the poor as recommended in the resolutions of the World Conference on Agrarian.
Reform and Rural Development. Finally, the shadow cast by ising oncry rices and potential
shortages calls for a wide-Langing coU of actions to she ontimat. Ilse et enezgy in agticultnre,
whether it CON..?:3 íL.iii reneweble (o: uon-ronania sources. Deoendirof, nu potioies, the potenLiaL
for producing ereirgy from agrichiture be oc.,c-0 ait t. boon or e ,:lateat to eorld agricultuce.

I have couched ipon the Programme of \fork dud Budge'. for 1932-83 oily ia quite
general teLms, since this is not che plane where índ;: subject can be e:nmined in detail. You
have only one sector of the overall Progr/mm72 beiane you, mad in any event, the detailed
examinetion colas place in the .9cogrette and Finance Gomlittees, the Council ard the
Con-ference. lal aiso be :ecallea cna. che Council, in June 1975,
r_777.71 that the stio7,3 to focua on Lila general lines of vorl- and broad
soeo,:ts of agricultuoel dev2lnl, n. ea a comprahendive review of che various
seocific:activities.

In the riast, the Committee has et-pr(:s6ed its concern that, despite development efforts,
large numbers of reople in member countries remain undernourished, snd has cliessed the need to
redress the p-ooblem of access to food. The guidelines of ilutritioa in Agriculture, which were
presented to ead discussed by the Comm3ttce at its Fifth Le,ision, have since been tested in
several diverse settings. The methodology, which basically asas "Do the undernourished benefit
from development?", and its application in six country projects, are described in the document
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which you will discee;s Ageoda item 30 Tile woeh tehTch has been done has shown that ther.o
is considerable scope foe improving the nueeleional effeets of devolopment projects ifnutritioual needs are eenlisitl-: i:.41/7ZU iGLO considolarirn in ehe design of agricultural and
rueal developmene proiacts, ir toe seleetion of neoleet ettofiziories and participants, and
in -he monitoring and evalelation of euch projeces. 2eoject benef.&ts such as,' peoviding of
agriculture irputs, geneLatine employment, read improving health and education services
must be preferentially diractod Lo those segments of the population where undernutrition
is concenteated, theeeby ensurinn that --ural deve).opmept efforts will effectively raise the
level of mltriticu and food security of the rural. pooe,

Under Agenda Item 7, YOU Will review che overall organizational arrangements and activities
which have been undertaken as a alllow-up .,_() the Wor'd Cenfeeence on Agrarian Reform and Rural
Development. WiLliin thi] iramearlc, FA.0 is focussiug especially on aseSstance Lo eountries
in formnleting ,111.(1 imo1/2mentiog cheie agralien reform and rural development programmes. The
document onich has been distributed .]a&Lies certain issues on the institutional, production and
technological systems required to help the small..eeee,e t the disadvantaged rural population
in improving their produLtivity and income. Peo-Licuar emphasis has been given Lo people's
participation, the integration of eauon In d:evetopment, farmers' training ood agricultucel
extension, and to monitoring and evairation. The Committee mcy wish to express ito viewn and
consider the implications of the new orientation :he WCARTO Programme of Action on eicultural
development, with special reference t the interrelationships betveen the socio-econes c aud
the'agro-technical aspects in devulre strategies.

It is in relation to the medium-teem prospects and priorities that the importance of the
selected development topics of Agenda Items 3 and 9 are to be seen. In Agenda Item 8 the real
threat of deterioration in the world's ti fundamental basic resources supporting agriculture,
soil and water, are analysed, together with the srrategy to he shaped and the action to be
teJeen for their conservation. A multi-dseiplivaey approach is needed which briags to bear
on these problems not only peogrammes o2 a phveical naeure but also of a socio-economic nature.
The four sample projects presented depict tini-6.1 aetiiei:es needed and we hopo can help )ou
to focus attention on the practical aspects of taking action.

Under Agenda Teem 9, Energy in Agricult-oxe aod Rural Development, hoCh ar nnal-;,sis of the
complex relationships whieh chalactelize thif, s':,,,otem, and a medium.-term ovograume ot acrion

which could give direction co FA3's own programme i ado are-?,, ore presentad, Much uncertainty
exists in our knowledge about the path nHAre development in enclgy roe ir agricuL.ure, energy
produccioa from agriculeure aod their inte1:1&-o!:c itItin rural energy systems wilt ',:nho,

chongos ase rapid and che world's agticultuse will liase to leorn to live with growing pressures
calling E.71: TIQ:;ibility and the mnst economic uno of all suitable energy soneces in agriculcure.
This item, thus, reFleces the growing concern of many Member Nations with finding optimz1

solutions to energy problems.

Although I have merely touched upon the majo: topics beZore you, I have certainly said
enough by way of a general introuetion to them. So it unly remeins for me to wish you a

successful Session, anda, pleo_snt oejourn in romc,
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APPENDIX F

WOR D SOIL CHARTER (first draft) 1/

Among the major resources available to man is land and water systems and their associated'
plants and animals: the use of these resources should not cause their degradation or destruc-
tion because man's existence depends on their contiued productivity.

Recognizing the paramount importance of soils for the survival and welfare of people
and economic independence of countries, and also the rapidly increasing need for more food
production, it is imperative to give high priority to promoting optimum land use, to main-
taining and improving soil productivity and to conserving soil resources.

Soil degradation means partial or total loss of productivity from the soil, either
quantitatively, qualitatively, or both, as a result of such processes as soil erosion by
water or wind, salinization, waterlogging, depletion of plant nutritions, deterioration of
soil structure, desertification and pollution. In addition significant areas of soil are lost
daily to non-agricultural uses. These developments, in the light of the urgent need for
increased food production, are alarming.

Soil degradation directly affects agriculture by diminishing crop yields and water
resources, but other sectors of the economy and the environment as a whole, including
industry and commerce, are often seriously affected as well, through, for Example, floods,
or the silting up of rivers, dams and ports.

At the country level it is a major responsibility of governments that agricultural pro-
duction efforts, as well as other economic ventures, include measures towards the best possible
use of the soils, long term maintenance and improvement of their productivity and at the
same time, avoiding losses of productive soils. Non-governmental organizations and land users
should be involved, thereby ensuring that all resources available are utilized in the most
rational way.

The basic condition for success in soil improvement and conservation programmes is
technical assistance, adequate finance and the provision of inputs and incentives at the
farm level. This is the area where international agencies and bilateral assistance should
play an increasingly important part.

Assistance given to farmers and other sectors of the economy should be of an adequate
technical and practical nature, including the provision of incentives in the form of subsidies,
taxation relief and credit facilities.

The agricultural sector and the broad public should be well informed of the need and
the means of improving soil productivity and conservation. Particular emphasis should be
placed on teaching agricultural staff at all levels, and farmers, the most effective and
rational approaches in these fields.

In order to ensure optimum land use it is essential that a country's land resources
be assessed in terms of their guitability for different types of land use and at different
levels of inputs.

Land having the potential for a wide range of uses should be kept in flexible forms of
land use so that future options for other potential uses is not denied for a long period of

time or forever.

1/ Drafted by the FAO Secretariat and presented in COAG/81/8 Add. 1 (see para. 176 of the

Report of the Sixth Session of the Committee on Agriculture).



Urbanization should be organized in such a way
occupation of good quality agricultural soil as well

Decisions about the use and management of land
term advantage rather than the short-term expedience

and possibly destruction.

III. GUIDELINES FOR ACTION

Acceptance of these principles would call for the following action to be taken:

By Governments:

Develop a land use policy for a wise agricultural and non-agricultural use of land
according to its capabilities and the needs of the country.

Increase awareness, among all sections of the community, of the importance of soil
resources for the benefit of people and development.

Establish links between local administrations and non-governmental organizations for
the execution of the soils policy.

Investigate both existing cultivated lands and new lands and assess their suitability
for different uses and the likely hazards of degradation. Provide decision makers
with options on alternative land uses which would both satisfy communities' aspirations
and use the land according to its capabilities.

Provide advice, technical assistance and incentives (e.g. subsidies, taxation relief,
credit) particularly to groups of land users willing to work in cooperation with each
other and the government to achieve appropriate land use, improvements of soil and soil
and water conservation.

Carry out research programes which will provide sound scientific backing to practical
soil improvements and soil conservation work in the field compatible with socio-economic
conditions.

Emphasize the need to put known techniques into practice and execute intensive
training programmes in soil development and conservation at all levels.

Establish an adequate legislative and institutional framework for monitoring and super-
vising development and management and soil conservation, and for coordination with other
organizations involved to ensure the most rational use of land and related resources.

Seek foreign technical and financial assistance if required.

By International Agencies

as to avoid, as much as possible, the

as its degradation.

and its resources should favour the long-
that may lead to exploitation, degradation
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i) Continue to intensify efforts to create awareness among all sections of the world
community, including governments and non-governmental organizations. Assist where
required to mount publicity campaigns, seninars, conferences and the provision of
publications.

Intensify efforts to promote optimum land use for sustained production on a worldwide
basis and promote interregional and international cooperation in the use and development
of land and water resources.

iii) Promote cooperation between governments in adopting sound land use practices, particularly
in the large international watersheds.
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iv) Pay particular attention to the needs of agricultural development projects which include
the conservation and improvement of soil and water resources, the provision of inputs
and incentives at the farm level, and establishment of the necessary institutional
structures as major components.

International agencies should be ready to assist governments, on request, to establish
appropriate legislation, institutions and procedures to enable them to mount, implement
and monitor appropriate land use and soil and water conservation programmes.

vi) Consideration could be given to incorporating principles of national land use and
the conservation and development of soil and water resources into international resource
legislation.






